
Our Mission: To improve the quality of life for GLBTQ individuals by building community through the sport of 
volleyball. 

 

 
Minutes of Sunday, June 3, 2018 Meeting of Board of Directors 

10:30am, 37 East 28 Street, Suite 206-4 
 

Meeting Attendance 
President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer A 

Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 

Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell P 

VP Division Play Patrick So P  Past President Alan Amechazurra P 

VP Training Leah Hughley A  Past President Josh Christensen P 

VP Activities & 

Outreach 
Max Szadek A  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 

Director Dave Fredericks A  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carnerio P 
A, absent 

P, present 
*non-voting 

 

I) Call to Order: Eric called meeting to order at 10:40am. Seth mentioned Andre would be a few 

minutes late. 

 

II) Approval of Minutes – May 2018: Minutes had been circulated by email. No comments or 

changes. Motion to approve: Seth; second: Patrick; passed by acclamation. 

 

III) Public Comment: None. 

 

IV) Organizational Session 

A) Approval of Leadership Group and Committee Member Nominees: Motion to approve 

LG and committee nominees: Greg; second: Josh; no comments, passed by acclamation. 

 

B) Designation of Active Past Presidents for 2018-2019: Alan, Josh, Seth, and Lew 

designated as 4 voting past presidents. 

 

C) Designation of Tournaments & Open Play Leadership Group Chair: Max (not present) 

had designated Joe Hemsing as chair (congrats, Joe!). 

 

D) Standing and ad hoc Committee Assignments: Members needed for the sexual 

harassment working group. 

 

V) New Business 
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A) Board invited to partake of the sugary donuts, no thanks to Mike Hess’ zero tolerance 

policy towards sweets. 

A) Review of 2018-2019 Planning Calendar 

 Joe has an Excel-based master calendar on the Board wiki which allows selective 

viewing/filtering by activity, looking at permit hours for different gyms, and 

printing of filtered views. 

 Decisions needed on the following items: 

o Scheduling spring EOS tournaments to avoid Mothers’ Day. 

o Moving up Power schedule start to coincide with Division Play schedules 

rather than starting 1 week behind. 

o Conducting a Power survey on whether or not to lose a week in the 

schedule. 

o Determining if more gym space is available to expand fall programming 

(decision needed by June 20). 

o Alignment on fall DP and Power offerings and tryouts by July 31. 

o Scheduling of Fall Pre-Tryout Activities by August 6. 

 Joe raised the issue of someone taking charge of tracking when gyms not being 

used so we do not need security on duty: suggestion to have Operations 

Committee track it and communicate with all leadership groups who have 

activities scheduled or to have Communications Committee track it and 

coordinate with John W to keep the calendar on the website updated. 

B) Mike notified the Board of an anonymous $1000 donation in memory of Wil Lopez; 

Mike conferred with Max and will channel the donation into the AIDS Walk funds raised 

by Gotham. 

C) Greg mentioned the Welcome Kweens committee meeting of May 30, 2018; 

committee planning communication/outreach to new Gotham members following 

summer tryouts to keep them interested and engaged. 

 

VI) Announcements 

Josh: his parents were coming to visit (driving, they don’t fly). 

Seth: welcomed new members, is excited to be on Communications Committee. 

Eric: thanked everyone for their support to date, mentioned tryouts went well on June 2. 

All others: no announcements. 

 

VII) Adjournment: Motion to adjourn: Alan; second: Patrick; Passed by acclamation: meeting 

adjourned at 10:58am (!). Next meeting: July 12, 2018 at 7:30pm (location TBD). 
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Minutes of Thursday, July 12, 2018 Meeting of Board of Directors 

7:30pm, 245 E. 54
th

 St., Apt. 16D 
Meeting Attendance 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer P 

Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 

Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell P 

VP Division Play Patrick So A  Past President Alan Amechazurra P 

VP Training Leah Hughley A#  Past President Josh Christensen P 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek A  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 

Director Dave Fredericks A  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing A  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro A 
A, absent 

P, present 

*non-voting 
# called in to give report 

 
I. Call to Order: 7:33pm by Eric 
II. Approval of June 2018 Board Meeting Minutes: Motion to accept: Seth; Second: John, no discussion, 

approved by acclamation 
III. Public Comment: none 
IV. Officers/Leadership Group Chair Reports 

a. President: Eric had a few rules reminders for new board members/leaders, including respecting 
everyone’s opinions, being mindful of time when speaking, using snaps to express agreement 
with an opinion rather than repeating it, when voting: someone makes a motion, someone 
seconds, then there is discussion, then a vote. 

b. VP of Division Play: Patrick absent, no report sent in 
c. VP of Training: Leah called in mid-meeting and updated over the phone. The planned member 

survey will go out soon. They are going forward with a 12-week session (not shortening by a 
week as was discussed). Calendar is set, especially for Howe. Group is planning to require Team 
Power teams to put down a bigger deposit (suggest $600) prior to the session starting to 
discourage dropping out, no-shows, general “flakiness” because it takes a lot of advance 
planning for the venue and staffing, and determining if there is enough interest for both BB and 
A levels and whether or not tryout day is needed. 

d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max absent, was holding a Leadership Group meeting same night 
and time. Eric reminded leaders to check master calendar before scheduling LG, committee, 
group meetings 

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: Joe H absent due to loss in the family, leaders 
chipping in to cover his duties, an edible arrangement sent to the family on behalf of Gotham. 
Also mentioned that Dave Fredericks is dealing with a loss in the family and other family health 
issues; he preferred a donation be made to charity rather than an arrangement sent. 

f. Secretary: no report 
g. Treasurer: submitted balance sheet w/ 2017 vs 2018 numbers side by side for easy reference; 

reminded board we are only 1 month into new fiscal year so we are in good shape with not 
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many expenses hitting yet. Division Play and Power dues: down to very few outstanding 
payments. 

V. Committee Reports: at a new spot in the agenda. Uh oh, when will the sweets be passed?? Not to 
worry, they are still coming!! 
a. Communications: Greg mentioned committee has 3 areas of focus: 1) newsletter & info; 2) 

social media; and 3) style guide/branding—effort to unify the league’s voice, from an 
organizational perspective. A sample will be presented at the next meeting to keep momentum 
up. 

b. Facilities & Operations: Lew mentioned Rustin cage was emptied to the boys’ locker room for 
the renovations. Much was thrown out. No news on the progress of work at Rustin. No O’Henry 
issues. Howe: school pushed back on Sept. 5th programming; we need to determine if it will 
impact pre-tryout activities or a normal OP. Facilities form sent out to committee to gauge 
interest levels and to springboard into looking for new space: goal is to start looking in 
Manhattan and branch out to other boroughs/location. Mike Hess is all for “Gotham West” in 
Jersey City. Update on Rustin scoreboard: Eric received an email on the installation time frame—
may happen early August and not coincide with Rustin’s work in the gym per se. Issue of Rustin 
windows was brought up: Lew will email the school to see if they can add that to their 
renovations this summer. Question raised about the net pole that leans in the girls’ gym: right 
now there is no plan to fix the hole. Apparently last time it was fixed, we may have used it too 
soon before it fully settled. Mike Hess wants a gay contractor to fill league-related holes. 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: Eric to reach out to Kyle Williams on coaching 
volunteers and preparing the usual survey for captains to indicate if they need a coach or 
already have one 

d. Grievance: a refund request that was sent to the committee is being processed. Andre proposed 
going forward that for non-controversial/non-complicated refund requests, that they be 
handled by email if possible rather than waiting for a board meeting for a vote so they can be 
processed more quickly. Board agreed it was a good idea. 

e. Finance: Mike putting together a document of committee responsibilities; plans to keep 
committee in loop on budget for year starting in September. Sam Carnicelli, a former Finance 
Committee member, wants to work on a formal audit process for Gotham. 

f. Elections & Nominations: Eric put a request in weekly newsletter for members interested in the 
committees and working groups and received one response of interest for Diversity and 
Inclusion (person involved in D&I in regular job) 

VI. Working Group and Project Updates: Eric mentioned that some of these groups already existed and 
have members and are doing work while others are relatively new and are booting up. 
a. Census: Eric reported that Trevor will work with the group to analyze the data for member 

demographics, such as where everyone lives. John mentioned a few years ago Vinh (D5 Rep) 
prepared a Google Maps pin diagram showing where our members lived based on use of just zip 
codes (unfiltered). There was discussion about doing something similar, although some felt 
making it public within the league might stir up privacy concerns. 

b. Diversity and Inclusion: Jacob is the chair, has 3 interested people including a D8 member who 
does D&I for a living and wants to get at least one female member in the group. 

c. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: no chair yet. Short term project is to build the next 
steps on the policy and prepare reinstatement criteria for a member suspended as a result of a 
grievance filing as part of this policy. Once criteria are finalized, they will be communicated to 
the suspended member. 

d. Webmaster/Website Update: John mentioned that the website going down over July 4 was due 
to a WordPress update; they were doing a big fix/upgrade on their side. John requested 
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members text him, not email him when they become aware that the website is down. He also 
updated on the move of the website from Site5 platform to Google Cloud platform: because of 
less familiarity with the latter, he may work on Amazon AWS platform first, then move to 
Google Cloud. The latter boots up faster and scales out faster than Amazon AWS. Google will be 
cheaper than Site5, but our email addresses will cost additional $$ with Google Cloud. The 
suggestion was to host our email addresses on a 3rd platform server that might cost $5/month 
for hosting all addresses rather than charging for each email address. Hosting the email on a 3rd 
platform should pose no technical issues or difficulties for the rest of the website. On Google 
Cloud platform, the website can be partitioned into 2 sections: 1 for registration info and 1 for 
the rest of the data such that if 1 partition goes down, the other may not be affected. In the 
ongoing discussion of completely rebooting our website, it was felt that incremental progress is 
better and that the move to Google Cloud will allow us to make bigger changes. The goal is to 
get the content on Google Cloud before Fall 2018 tryouts—members should not see a change 
right away. 

e. Strategic Growth: new committee, still booting up, grew out of discussion at January 2018 
retreat. Seth suggested we evolve the census working group into this group as they finish their 
data analysis and summary. 

f. Strategic Planning: Seth has no greater birthday wish (Aug 2) than completed 501(c)3 
paperwork. He has been corresponding with Sandra about engaging an external consultant to 
help us with planning: suggestion was for us to put out a Request For Proposals to which 
consultants can respond. 

g. Historian: no report 
VII. Old Business: Phew, sweets were circulated!!!! 

a. Revisions to Dues Waiver and Credit Policy: Eric presented an edited/ red-lined version of the 
policy for consideration and discussion. Most changes were for readability, style/organization. 
The goal of updating the policy is to make sure it accurately affects our actual practices. The 
original policy was written with the expectation there would be more oversight of the policy 
than actually happens. Two additions to the policy were included based on previous board 
discussions: 1) allowing leaders serving as both D-Reps and Power Reps to claim credits for both 
activities, primarily because those reps have different duties to the league than other LG 
members who may serve on multiple LGs/committees; 2) allowing coaches, especially Gotham 
alumni, to have the $35 annual membership fee waived. Conditions were drafted to accompany 
the second item in effort to prevent abuse of the credit. Discussion: Seth mentioned his 
agreement with the criteria for coaches requesting membership credit—goal to have coaches 
add value and this change will allow appropriate reward. Josh questioned the requirement for 
volunteer coaches to have completed 10 seasons in DP or 2 Power seasons, pointed out that DP 
does not cover skills as Power does, so any number of DP seasons may not equal the type of 
instruction that Power includes. Lew agreed with allowing D-Rep/Power Rep combos receiving 2 
credits but questioned should the requirements for the credits be doubled. He also questioned 
the 10 DP seasons/2 Power seasons requirements for coach credits and suggested our rationale 
needs to be clear. He thought the administrative penalty for not completely fulfilling the 
coaching duties by the end of a season seemed aggressive and questioned who would be 
comfortable enforcing it. Greg reminded that in the “double-dipping” cases these people did 
volunteer. For the coaching aspect he also mentioned the abstract quality to coaching and team 
building that participating in Power and/or DP would not necessarily impart to a member, 
therefore making it tough to rely on metrics for quality coaches. Josh expressed concern for the 
administrative penalty on a coach who does not complete the season and who has already 
received a credit. He asked if there is a similar penalty anywhere else in our rules/by-laws. He 
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also asked if we had guidelines for coaches from the coaching committee—answer is yes, there 
are guidelines for coaches but we do not turn any member down from being a coach, even 
when a member asks a friend to coach who may not necessarily be any good at coaching. Leah 
clarified that the “old” policy allowed Reps/Exec Board/VP positions to get reimbursed for full 
amount if they participated in DP and Power, but the new policy only allows those claiming dual 
credit to receive 2x the DP dues (and they have to pay the difference for Power). She suggested 
that members who have 2 positions but only do Power should receive a full Power dues credit (if 
they only do DP they already get a full DP dues waiver). There was agreement with this 
suggestion. Seth disagreed with the administrative penalty for coaches who do not complete a 
season and get a membership fee credit and clarified that the membership credit for coaches 
was not meant to influence how coaches are selected but as a means of rewarding good/quality 
coaches, especially alumni who no longer do DP or Power. Lew pointed out that the criteria for 
what DP an alumnus last played in as a means of determining what level s/he could coach does 
not translate to Power levels, so separate criteria for Power members would be needed. Jacob 
said section B about rewarding alumni as coaches was a bit confusing. Eric reminded that was 
written less about rewarding than about preventing abuse. Josh reminded that the league used 
to allow volunteer coaches into the EOS Party for free and there were cases where captains 
listed up to 4 coaches seemingly just to get them all into the party for free. He mentioned we 
have not been keeping with that practice lately. Eric summarized the discussion stating there 
was a lot of discomfort with the current wording and recommending that more work be put into 
this policy revision. He invited members to send feedback via email and said he would have a 
revised version before the next meeting. He also reiterated that the goal is to add value to 
coaches who do not participate in DP or Power and therefore need to pay the membership fee 
in order to coach, as well as to dissuade people who are not serious about coaching but are just 
looking to get the membership fee waived. He acknowledged that the focus of the policy should 
be about who can get a credit or not, and not concern with who can serve as a coach. We do not 
turn coaches away who are already members and who may end up not being quality coaches. 
Alan asked if we knew how many members would be affected by this policy, and thus is it 
worthwhile to spend this much time on this topic. Eric responded that he knew at least 5-6 
members currently affected by this topic. He also mentioned he could do a quick straw poll to 
determine if the board thought it worth continuing to discuss and develop this policy or not. 

VIII. New Business 
a. Fall 2018 Gym Space/Initial Tryout Calendar Review: we are in status quo with our current gym 

space. There is an open slot on Monday at O’Henry and Team Power, extended PowerPlay, 
another PowerMix, or another OP are all being considered. Leah mentioned Jeff Lipton is 
interested in coaching a second Power class that needs to be on a night other than Monday so 
her LG is considering moving Team Power to Wednesday at O’Henry and moving Wednesday 
OPs at O’Henry to Mondays. Calendar: July 31 Decision Point: fall DP/Power offerings need to be 
completed, no major changes anticipated. Aug 6 Decision Point: Pre-Tryout activities must be 
finalized as publicity for Fall 2018 tryouts begins Aug 6. Registration may open August 13, 
captain survey will go out. Aug 24 Decision Point: Tournaments and OP schedules for Fall 2018 
need to be finalized. Lew, Leah, and Joe met to discuss Fall offerings: Leah confirmed no Howe 
on Sept. 5. There are possible openings for programming on some nights the weeks of Aug 20 
and 27. Considering making the Aug 23 Pre-Tryout OP for lower divisions as D’s 1-3 rarely use 
the Pre-Tryout OP. Question was brought up about having Power W tryouts on Sep 18 as that is 
Yom Kippur. Request for training on using the new master calendar such that Facilities, DP, 
Training, T&OP can all use it to keep everything up to date on one calendar. 
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b. Website Ads: used to just have banner ads, now they show up in strange/unexpected spots on 
the website and are different sizes. This causes a particular problem on mobile devices. Mike 
mentioned that when we started having ads on the site in 2014, they generated ~$1000 in 
revenue and in the last fiscal year they generated ~$350, so the income is significant. Issue is not 
to get rid of ads but to correct their negative effects on the site, especially ads that break and 
cannot be closed (seem to happen most on OP page because that is heaviest trafficked page). 
John mentioned that the location of ads used to go into the code but now Google has AI that 
drops them in certain locations. Greg mentioned we would need to talk to Google about ad 
placement, size, and type. He is willing to work with John on this as it relates to what he does for 
a living. 

c. Transition to Front: Eric described this new software that functions as a group email 
management system. It allows for better management of group emails, particularly emails that 
get sent to the “info@gotham…” address and need to be forwarded. It also allows for 
canned/template responses to frequent questions/requests, and for collaboration between 
board members/leaders on handling emails. Front can also comment to social media sites, such 
as Gotham’s FB and Twitter pages. Eric will do a demo. Migration to Front will affect all board 
members/leaders except Alan and Jacob. Mike mentioned that we cancelled our previous 
Google service and will make sure no additional charges from that service are sent to us. 

d. Referrals to Working Groups: Eric suggested that many of our agenda items can and should be 
referred to working groups for discussion prior to coming to board. 

e. Additions to Agenda 
i. FI Tournament: Greg brought up the desire to engage committed leaders in helping run 

tournaments, especially because we have a low turnout of volunteers for the FI tournament. 
He mentioned a desire to reward volunteers. Mike mentioned that FI Tournament has its 
own line item on budget, so funds could be used from that line to reward volunteers. Josh 
read a line from the dues waiver & credit policy that allows for rewarding volunteers. Eric 
mentioned that this is a good example of an issue that could go to the T&OP group first for 
discussion and recommendation. Reminder that FI Tournament is tough this year b/c we are 
unsure if Joe will be back from dealing with family loss to participate in running the 
tournament. We are having a tough time getting volunteers who are not playing to help on 
tournament day. 

ii. NAGVA election issue: Lew asked if Gotham would consider letting NAGVA use its Survey 
Monkey account to run an upcoming election. Lew is not up for election and would be the 
only person from NAGVA who uses the Survey Monkey account to access the results of the 
election. He would also keep the survey completely separate from Gotham info on the 
account. Mike made a motion to allow NAGVA to use Gotham Survey Monkey account for 
the election; second: Josh. Motion passed with Lew abstaining. Further discussion came up 
about the possibility of Gotham becoming a member league of NAGVA and whether Green 
Apple could donate that membership to us. Being a league member is only a $35 fee and 
gives the league a vote. If Gotham was a member league in NAGVA, Eric as president would 
take the vote for the league. It was also mentioned that if we were a member league in 
NAGVA, we could be covered under NAGVA’s insurance policy. 

IX. Announcements 

 John is going to the Gay Games X in Paris with 2 teams, will miss next board meeting. 

 Greg is busy prepping for FI Tournament and could use volunteers. 

 Seth wished good luck to those playing in FI Tournament. 

 Lew is wearing black because he is disappointed in the World Cup and tennis finals. 
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 Erik is taking a year off from FI Tournament and is unfortunately not available to help out as a 
volunteer but wished those attending good luck. 

 Alan is celebrating his birthday month. 

 Josh is having a girls’ weekend instead of attending the FI Tournament. 

 Eric thanked everyone for their support and efforts so far. 
X. Adjournment: motion to adjourn: Lew; second: Alan; no discussion, meeting adjourned 9:39pm; 

next meeting: August 13, 2018; Location TBD 
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Minutes of Monday, August 13, 2018 Meeting of Board of Directors 

7:30pm, 135 W. 50
th

 St., 8
th

 Floor 
Meeting Attendance 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer P 

Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 

Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell A 

VP Division Play Patrick So A  Past President Alan Amechazurra P 

VP Training Leah Hughley P  Past President Josh Christensen P 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek P  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 

Director Dave Fredericks P  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro P 
A, absent 

P, present 

*non-voting 
Additional Gotham  member attending: Brady Ginn, Communications Committee 

 
I. Call to Order: 7:35pm by Eric 
II. Approval of July 2018 Board Meeting Minutes: Motion to accept: Jacob; Second: Joe, no discussion, 

approved by acclamation 
III. Public Comment: none 
IV. Officers/Leadership Group Chair Reports 

a. President: We have Howe for Aug. 25/26 tryouts! We can stay on schedule. Tryouts will be @ 
Howe, drafts will be @ Quad Graphics thanks to Joe! We need to be out of Howe by 3pm on 
Aug. 25 and by 5pm on Aug. 26: no anticipated problems with that schedule. We will have to 
skip the coaching clinic and have fewer Pre-Tryout OP’s because we do not have Rustin until 
after Labor Day. 

b. VP of Division Play: Patrick absent; however, we are planning 2 dedicated make up weeks at the 
start of the season (Sundays for the Saturday divisions; week of Green/Golden Apple and week 
before their EOS Tournaments for weeknight divisions)—holding them for cancellations; if no 
cancellations, we will turn them into Friendship Tournaments (FTs); actual dates will be 
presented with schedule (propose for Sunday dates: 1 in mid-season, 1 @ end of season);  
proposed future discussion of length & structure of seasons. 

c. VP of Training: Leah talked up Power W to the women in the lesbian beach tournament on FI 
over the weekend. 

d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max: summer celebration on Aug. 17; 5th Annual Coming Out 
presentation this fall—will hand out anonymous coming out cards at tryouts. 

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: Joe: first meeting with new leaders will be Aug. 
14—will discuss roles, fall schedule, and review Spring 2018 member feedback. 

f. Secretary: apologized for lateness of minutes and promised to try getting them out earlier in 
future 

g. Treasurer: Mike: submitted balance sheet through July 31 w/ 2017 vs 2018 numbers side by side 
for easy reference; we are in good shape so far; Profit/Loss  evaluation—OP $ is coming in for 
summer, summer Divs A&B dues mostly in; has IRS paperwork for 501(c)3 application—will read 
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through it and get started; can’t do the application until we are caught up on our tax returns; 
Josh indicated bookkeeping for non-profits is very different than what we are doing—not sure if 
we will be required to change our record keeping methods; Mike will consult the IRS guidelines 

V. Committee Reports 
a. Communications: Greg: face to face meeting Aug. 16 to plan the year; 1 subgroup is focused on 

a branding/style guide for our league 

 Brady Ginn: lead for the branding/style guide, presented ideas for the guide—intended for 
all external communications, goal to look more professional, easier to draft documents; 
guide is not about hard facts, but more about capturing our personality (using member 
experiences to define our personality), will have design elements/templates that can be 
used in all our communications; sample: used captain orientation from Spring 2018 as an 
example of how we can apply new logos, color schemes, images, design elements, and text 
to give a more professional look, add humor, streamline the presentation; call to action: 
Communications Committee needs copies of files with our logo, any other electronic pieces 
we want to include in communications, needs examples/list of all types of documents and 
files we use for our communications (e.g., including such things as EOS schedules that get 
sent to D-Reps/captains); proposes to spend the next few months collecting these materials 
and add a survey to members to help shape the voice of the league 

 Seth: liked the examples and direction of this sub-committee, cautioned that we should get 
a lot of member input for the voice of the league (like we did with the mission statement) 

 Eric: offered use of Survey Monkey for the member feedback 

 Andre: should the survey go to just board/leadership, or the entire membership? Brady 
echoed the question; Eric suggested we start smaller, then expand to the league as a whole 

 Logo may change next year; style guide can include new logo; proposed to be a dynamic 
document that can accommodate changes 

b. Facilities & Operations: Lew: No Rustin until Sept. 5; Rustin looks nice, cage has been 
redesigned, new signs to go up; suggested we tour the cage; thanked volunteers who helped put 
the cage back together; O’Henry: A/C addressed w/ custodian—let Lew know if fixed; cupboard 
moved out of closet (thanks to Joe), we may put shelves in there; Howe has new principal that 
we want to meet as soon as possible, Leah mentioned Howe may do the floors this week so they 
may be slippery; Lew plans to press the committee to begin outreach into additional facilities; 
Eric suggested we post a virtual tour of the cage to the website 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: Eric met with Kyle on Aug. 8, discussed coaching 
criteria, Board decision at last meeting (Kyle to bring back to committee); coach matchmaking: 
captain survey had question about needing coaches and a form to help match captains with 
coaches. 

d. Grievance: Andre: nothing new to report. 
e. Finance: Mike: nothing new to report. 
f. Elections & Nominations: Eric sent out welcome email Aug. 12, focus on election administration, 

recruitment & development of leaders, knowledge base & transitions; Spring 2019—new 
positions will be up for filling and we will be adding positions for summer Division Play; requests 
for new/interested leaders will be more constant and ongoing rather than centered around 
April/May when positions come open; hope is that new leaders will progress to higher positions; 
Max stated he keeps his A&O Committee open—always takes on new people and actively 
recruits, Max also actively nominates people into leadership (e.g., puts them in member 
spotlight, recommends smaller roles for new people/those with room to grow, like Dani 
Raymond doing the crossword for the summer newsletter) 
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VI. Working Group and Project Updates 
a. Census: has not met yet. 
b. Diversity and Inclusion: Jacob: not much to report, new member added; Leah mentioned Keith 

Kemery may be interested in being involved, especially on the age issue; Eric is having D&I 
training at work and getting ideas to include in this working group; suggestion made to find out 
the interests of the leaders so we know how to keep them engaged; Max suggested we need to 
educate the leadership on non-binary gender terminology to be more inclusive and expand our 
vocabulary (especially at the welcome socials/events); Leah reminded that Power W is play on a 
women’s height net but is open to anyone, not just cis-gender women; Eric suggested we may 
not have achieved optimal level of diversity within our organization. 

c. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: Eric reported this group is in its infancy; will reach out 
after tryouts with a draft of the conditions for reinstating a suspended member—criteria will not 
be metrics-based, but more expectations-based; group needs a chair; Andre suggested someone 
from Grievance Committee should join this group, Seth suggested Susan D’Addario. 

d. Webmaster/Website Update: John absent; group assumed the transition to Google cloud server 
has not happened and will not be completed prior to tryouts; if using old server, we will put up a 
different page during drafts to prevent crashes. 

e. Strategic Growth: will go into full swing after Lew’s F & O Committee outreach efforts. 
f. Strategic Planning: Seth: RFPs for new consultants—will email Board for input; Sandra wants us 

to have a new consultant for strategic planning. 
g. Historian: no report 

VII. Old Business: break out the sweets! 
a. Revisions to Dues Waiver and Credit Policy: see attachment with updated draft of policy. 

Procedural/housekeeping changes: edited for clarity, aligned with our actual practices. 

 Additional changes: remove typo in section II.b (remove word “to”); remove “in Bad 
Standing or” in section III.f.ii. 

 Need Board votes: dual leadership credits; can those entitled to a credit not doing Power or 
DP apply the credit to the membership fee; can those who qualify for 2 credits and are only 
doing Power (no DP) get a full Power credit. 

 Discussion: dual leadership credits (section IV.a.viii)- D-Reps and Power Reps thought to 
have most intensive roles compared to other leadership roles, but some feel 1 credit is 
sufficient since they are volunteers; this issue only applies to 2 members: Marshall Vickers 
and Andrew Dowdye; Marshall’s situation arose when a D-Rep could not be found, 
convinced him to take the position in addition to his Power Rep role—may be an infrequent 
occurrence; Greg asked if we could take these on case-by-case basis, Eric was against that; 
Seth was in favor of 2 credits for D-Reps and Power Reps; Lew opposed because people in 2 
roles are not doing double the duties (e.g., GLOD, tryouts) and it opens up the possibility to 
be abused; Greg raised question are we trying to discourage people from taking 2 roles? If 
so, we should let the wording reflect that; Josh added we could state that someone holding 
1 position cannot hold a second position unless no one can be found for that position; Eric 
questioned if we would need to change the by-laws for that change and Seth thought 
changing the by-laws would not be necessary; Andre asked what are the duties of the Power 
Reps—they are the GLODs every week, dealing with set up, admin, take down; reminder 
that we are not compensating per hour worked, dues waiver is a gesture; Joe also asked 
how much is dependent on the person in question, pointed out that OPs and FTs require a 
lot of weekly work as well, asked if we could make the credit a flat fee instead of the price of 
DP dues; Mike reminded we have the opportunity w/in the policy to reward great leaders 
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(section IV.c); Lew and Seth reminded we don’t really want leaders whose primary focus is 
to get the credit; Board would have to police applying an additional credit; section; final 
proposal: remove verbiage about dual credit, add “unless otherwise authorized by Board” 
after sentence about only applying single credit to leaders holding 2 positions (section 
IV.a.viii). 

 Discussion: applying credit to membership fee (section IV.a.ix): Josh reminded that at retreat 
we were emphatic about expecting members to pay the membership fee, so why would we 
change that now? Lew believes we should not pay membership fees for our members, 
however to be consistent with dues credits for leaders, feels we should give credit for 
membership fee for members in leadership not using a dues credit; Seth reminded that the 
by-laws state we cannot waive membership fees, so we need specific verbiage if we are 
going to give credits to members in leadership who do not use a dues waiver; Max dislikes 
the culture of members who give back wanting something in return, especially those who 
compare what they get for volunteering to what other leaders get; vote in favor of allowing 
the membership fee credit: 8, oppose: 2, abstain: 3; will leave it in proposal. 

 Discussion: combination of credits (section IV.b.i): Max asked if we can gift credits, Eric said 
we cannot accumulate or gift credits; no additional discussion, vote in favor of allowing dual 
leaders only doing Power to apply 2 credits towards the full Power cost: 11, oppose: 1, 
abstain: 1: will leave it in proposal. 

 Other change: section IV.a.i spelling out who is entitled to a credit has additional wording to 
include chair of OP committee that is not an official Board VP 

 Vote: motion to accept revised policy: Mike; second: Dave; vote: 10 in favor, 1 opposed, 2 
abstain: motion carries. 

 Finance Committee also needs to approve changes that apply to Board. 
b. Fall 2018 Tryouts & Schedule: mostly covered in other reports above 

 Greg: newsletter to go out Aug. 14, suggests opening registration on Aug. 16; disclose that 
Aug. 25/26 tryouts will be at Howe. 

 Leah: recommended we place tables outside the practice gym @ Howe for signing people in; 
we will need to be quiet. 

 Logistics @ Howe: encourage people to use the stairs, to leave after they are finished trying 
out; limit the number of people in the practice space; can we register people on the stage in 
the practice space? Will we have tables? Electricity requirements (e.g., for computers, etc.) 
must be met. 

 Seth: suggested colored wrist bands to determine when people can use the practice space. 

 Alan: can we have shifts of volunteers? Eric said yes, we tweaked the sign up form to allow 
for shifts. 

 Jacob: recommended that we reiterate these logistics to the members repeatedly so they 
get it. 

c. Website Ads 

 Greg: no update, does not have the login info yet. 

 Alan has a member (new to summer B), who does programming for a living, who is also very 
interested in working on website, referred to John W. 

 Goal is to retain revenue but streamline the ads to detract less from user experience. 
d. Fire Island Recap 

 Greg: who hasn’t seen the GLOD report (LOL)? Questioned suitability of that stretch of 
beach (too narrow to keep using); 5 people helping was not enough; need better time frame 
to ramp up to execution-recommended better logistical support; Cherry Grove beaches are 
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double the width of the tract where we held the tournament—sand shifts from Pines to 
Grove + points west of the Grove 

 Joe: other volleyball tournament in FIP is much smaller than ours, the stretch of beach they 
use would not work for us b/c of our size. 

 Mike: beach restoration is beginning this fall, some eminent domain issues (some houses 
will be knocked down); we cannot move down the beach to where lifeguard stands are. 

 Joe: suggested this discussion should go back to the T&OP group. 

 Leah: this has happened before @ Asbury tournament. 

 Eric & Josh: language does specify “weather permitting.” 

 Greg: has no regrets about the decisions made that day. 

 Josh: permits have already been sent for next year; we may end up battling the football 
league again next year for the same stretch of beach the following year. 

 Eric heard from Gotham members that members of the football league said they will 
continue to fight us on scheduling; why can’t gay sports leagues get along rather than 
compete with each other? 

 Lew recommended we reach out to the football league’s president to establish a rapport. 

 Josh: width of the beach changes each season: we need to check on it at the very beginning 
of each season to better anticipate. 

VIII. New Business: none. 
IX. Announcements 

 Leah had a fun time at the women’s tournament on FI, wants to bring more women into our 
league. 

 Josh: August 14 is his birthday! Likes reffing the lesbian tournament b/c they argue then let it go. 

 Dave: had a tough summer, thanked members for their support. 

 Seth: thanked Leah for securing Howe for tryouts; thanked Greg for FI Tournament; thanked Eric 
for leading the meeting; has travel plans in October. 

 Greg: playing 1st NAGVA tournament in Boston, trying out for Power for 1st time. 

 Lew: going to Salt Lake City Aug. 17, first time there. 

 Joe: thanked league for support over this tough summer, remarked that we are a big extended 
family. 

 Eric: happy to have Dave & Joe back; thanked Leah, Greg, and Lew especially because many 
things went wrong this summer, is heartened by the way we dealt w/ obstacles. 

X. Adjournment: motion to adjourn: Alan; second: Josh; no discussion, meeting adjourned 9:48pm; 
next meeting: September 13, 2018; Location TBD. 
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Minutes of Thursday, September 13, 2018 Meeting of Board of Directors 

7:30pm, 500 7
th

 Ave., Room 8F 
Meeting Attendance 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer P 

Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 

Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell P 

VP Division Play Patrick So A  Past President Alan Amechazurra P 

VP Training Leah Hughley P+  Past President Josh Christensen A 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek P  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 

Director Dave Fredericks A  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro A 
A, absent 

P, present 

*non-voting 
+attended by phone 

 
I. Call to Order: 7:30pm by Eric 
II. Approval of July 2018 Board Meeting Minutes: Motion to accept: Seth; Second: Max, no discussion, 

approved by acclamation 
III. Public Comment: none 
IV. Officers/Leadership Group Chair Reports 

a. President: Eric thanked leaders who helped with tryouts, stated feedback has been very 
positive, acknowledged that we took a step forward in proactive planning ahead of the tryouts 
and would like to take another step by initiating planning in Oct/Nov for Spring 2019 tryouts 
(better planning = fewer snap decisions) 

b. VP of Division Play: Patrick absent, sent report to Eric 
i. Received good feedback on the cloud-based tryout check in process 

ii. Scheduling issues:  

 D3/4 has a new schedule to deal with Rustin being more strict about us leaving exactly on 
time at the end of the night  

 Changes to Rustin schedules in October: Oct. 20, D7/8 will start & end later and D5/6 will 
play Oct. 21 (D9/10 at Howe); Oct. 27, D5/6 will start & end later and D7/8 will play Oct. 
28 (D9/10 at Howe) 

iii. Player changes post-draft, DPLG approved both changes after discussion and vote 

 D6 to D7 (Scott Rovinsky): Scott claimed to have mistakenly registered for D6, meant to 
register for D7. Seth and Max expressed concerns, thought it was fishy that Scott’s 
“mistaken” registration happened right at the same time that D6 tryouts occurred 

 D9 to PowerPlay (Herb McReynolds): Herb is a new player (99xxx) and was drafted to D9, 
but upon realizing D9 plays on Saturdays, he stated he can only play on Sundays and asked 
to be moved to PowerPlay (for which he had registered prior to the tryout/draft). Two 
views expressed: on one hand, it was clearly noted when D9 plays on the website so Herb 
should have known this upon registering; on other hand, leeway could be given since he is 
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brand new to Gotham and less familiar with our programming schedules. Question was 
raised can we remind 99xxx players of DP and Power class schedules at the tryout check 
in? 

 Eric recommended we keep an eye on whether this becomes a more frequent occurrence 
of players wanting to drop to lower divisions/Power classes post-draft and suggested we 
may need to be more strict about it. 

c. VP of Training: Leah reminded that tryouts are not done yet: still have Power tryouts; she plans 
to start with coaches’ meeting prior to start of season 
i. Programming Changes 

 Team Power A/BB change: Leah indicated we had been turning teams away and were 
planning to expand last Spring but then some teams that were lined up dropped out; to 
counter drop outs this time, we required a refundable deposit by teams in advance; 
therefore adding a Team Power at Howe on Wednesdays (all Open Plays [OPs] will be at 
O’Henry/Lab) 

 PowerPlay expansion: Leah reiterated that PowerPlay was designed not to turn anyone 
away and was originally 40 spots; however, we drafted 67 players as of Sept. 9. Coaches 
want to expand the program to Rustin and use 2 gyms, so 80 players can be 
accommodated. Expansion means adding more coaches and more volunteers. Also, to 
accommodate Power coaches that run PowerPlay and Power E, recommend if PowerPlay 
moves to Rustin, then Power E move to Rustin and Power D move to Howe (Power D 
coach not involved in PowerPlay). Doing that would mean Leah is not at Howe on 
Sundays. 

 Discussion: When does PowerPlay become another division? Recommendations have 
been made to those not selected to D9/10 to join PowerPlay, so is it being perceived as an 
extension of Division Play (Greg)? Board recommendation is to keep it as a Power class, 
and treat adding Divisions to Division Play as a separate issue (Leah, Eric), although Mike 
pointed out that discussion of adding a Division is connected to the PowerPlay program. 
Seth reminded that PowerPlay grew out of Power F not filling up. Recommendation to 
look at data of how many people were interested in PowerPlay on its own vs. how many 
just joined because they did not get into Division Play-we can pull that data from 
registrations (Seth, Joe).  Leah summarized that PowerPlay is designed to be a “welcome 
to volleyball” as well as a “welcome to Gotham”: includes rules of the game, net set up, 
coaching, and even some Gotham history added to the welcome. The goal is to use quality 
coaches in the program (in D9/10, cannot guarantee those teams have “quality” coaches). 
Max indicated that during his welcome speeches, he noticed a change in attitude about 
joining PowerPlay and saw a lot of people interested in it as its own program; Jacob 
noticed a similar attitude during check in. Greg recommended we further discuss 
where/how PowerPlay tryouts fit into the tryout schedule. Erik asked if we had 
communicated a limited number of spots in PowerPlay and a first-come/first-served 
approach to drafting (since PowerPlay tryouts spread over 2 days): Leah indicated we had 
not communicated that, but that based on our historical knowledge of PowerPlay drafting, 
we knew we would not fall short of openings at the second tryout. For example, everyone 
drafted on Sept. 9 was told to pay dues by Sept. 13 and as of 7:46pm during this meeting, 
only 35 of the 67 people had paid. Final question: with only 35 people confirmed so far, 
when do we make the final decision to expand? 40 people means no expansion (4 teams, 
1 gym); 48 people would be the perfect number to expand to 6 teams (2 gyms); between 
41-47 are terrible numbers as they through off the makeup of the teams. 
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ii. Appointment of Christian Torres as Power Coach  

 Leah recommended Christian to help with PowerPlay and expanded Team Power (BB); 
she has his resume and he has met with Jeff Lipton; he has coaching experience, is 
familiar with the Power program, and has played in D1 

 Motion to accept appointment: John; second: Alan; 12 in favor, no opposed 
iii. Appointment of Takuya Oka and Vinh Truong as PowerPlay Assistant Coaches 

 Leah recommended that both have good form, many years in Power, have upbeat and 
positive attitudes 

 Volunteer coaches get Spring dues waivers, become good feeder into being Power 
coaches 

 Question raised about Vinh being D5 Rep in regards to double duty and double dues 
waiver; it was acknowledged that he may be stepping down as D5 Rep, so concerns 
about dual roles would go away. 

 Motion to accept appointment of both: Jacob; second: John; 12 in favor, no opposed 
d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max reported that some committee members dropped off because 

they were not picked for Division Play; Welcome Social will be in October around the time of 
National Coming Out Day; received ~100 Coming Out Story Cards after tryouts; joint meeting of 
A&O and T&OP on Sept. 18. 

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: Joe 
i. OP: Orange (D3-6) moving to Monday (they can play before their weekly matches, especially 

D3-4); Green and Violet (D7/8, 9/10 respectively) will alternate on Wednesdays and 
Thursdays; once per month there will be mixed level OPs 

ii. Tournaments: need a final decision on moving PowerPlay to Rustin, Friendship Tournaments 
to Howe on Sunday mornings (limits # of teams that can play to 4); will rotate each level of 
tournament through the different gyms and times. Drag tournament: Nov. 4; Gotham Cares 
tournament: Dec. 3. 

iii. New offerings: mixer tournament in which 3 members sign up together (S, M, O)—needs a 
name; Wellness OP—half hour of dynamic stretching (led by former Gotham member who is 
a personal trainer) followed by an OP, to be held once in Oct. and once in Nov. on Sunday 
AMs at Howe. 

f. Secretary: Erik recommends some changes to tryout process for volunteers, including changing 
the activities/duties for which volunteers can sign up (in Survey Monkey), possibly adding 
“captains” to lead groups of volunteers assisting in same activity (e.g., registration/court 
assignments, tryout gym, greeters, practice gym), having written instructions/best practices to 
make it easier for new leaders to get up to speed on expectations of volunteers. Eric added that 
he wants to put a process in place to better collect feedback from volunteers and to put an Ad 
Hoc committee in place (Erik J to lead) to analyze feedback, propose changes to tryouts, and 
enact them. 

g. Treasurer: Mike distributed financial statements for August. Balance Sheet, comparing 2018 to 
2017-we are in similar financial shape compared to 2017. Fall permits have not shown up in 
2018-19 budget yet; summer permits were billed to prior fiscal year. Profit/loss comparison: the 
scoreboard donation to Rustin made school donations go way up in 2018. Budget vs. Actuals 
Statement-many expenses have not hit yet for fall (up refs, Power coaches, permits); currently 
looks like we are over budget for Division Play dues, but that will even out over the next quarter. 
Max asked if we can add graphics as a line item to the budget for A&O activities (posters, etc.); 
Mike said we would add them to the appropriate existing budget lines (e.g., poster for tryouts 
would be billed to tryouts, graphics used for social activities would be billed to A&O, etc.) 
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V. Committee Reports 
a. Communications: Greg 

i. Brand book: 6 week discovery phase begins next week, will have results by Dec. 
ii. Social media calendar: to manage which activities get posted when; make sure we have a 

presence beyond Facebook 
iii. Eric brought up issue of taking photos and videos at matches and OPs—we have not sought 

permission and provide no disclaimer that participation means consent to be photographed. 
Risk is perceived as low now, but may need to be addressed in future. Seth suggested we 
add to the waiver for the league that members consent to have their photo/likeness used. 
Lew mentioned that the schools are public places so we cannot prevent members taking 
photos/video. Eric suggested we just need a general guideline. We could add it to the 
waiver, because it gets re-upped every season when people register. Greg added that we 
could verbally warn members that photos/videos may be taken (particularly for Gotham 
postings/social media). Joe asked what we would do if a member does not want 
photo/video taken and Seth suggested we could keep a list of those who opt out and 
provide to the Communications Committee to ensure Gotham does not post anything with 
those members in it.  

b. Facilities & Operations: Lew 

 Rustin: we will be losing the space a few times as noted in Division Play schedule discussion. 
Security kerfuffle on Sept. 9 should not happen again. 

 O’Henry (OH): new name is actually “Lab School”—we need to start using that in our 
communications and on our website. Greg proposed we transition by using “O’Henry/Lab 
School”. GLOD reports indicating a lack of practice balls at OH/Lab. Erik mentioned that 
during cage clean up in Rustin over summer, it was deemed OK to use former Power balls 
from 2013 and earlier as practice balls, they just need to be re-labeled (there were quite a 
few at OH/Lab over summer). 

 Howe: Leah reminded there are 7 Saturdays where will not have 1st floor practice space until 
after 4pm (email previously sent). Also, with Friendship Tournaments moving to Howe on 
Sundays, if a tournament gets cancelled, there will be no activity at Howe until Power at 
5pm—Leah suggested we could open it to teams to use as practice space, but that we would 
need a protocol in place. Eric reminded that the 1st floor practice space is available for teams 
to use as extra practice time on weeknights when Power is on 3rd floor—requests will come 
in by email and it is recommended that Facilities & Operations group tracks the request and 
usage. 

 EOS Tournaments: CCNY is out for Fall 2018, Queens college has not responded yet. Lew did 
reach out to CCNY about Spring 2019 already, just need firmer dates. 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: Eric reported that only ~5-6 people volunteered as 
coaches; Kyle is working on match-making; Eric will work on recommended coaching criteria. 

d. Grievance: Andre absent, sent a note that the inbox is empty, so nothing to report. 
e. Finance: Mike reported a meeting will be convened soon. 
f. Elections & Nominations: Eric reported that the schedule for Division and Power Rep elections 

was pushed out by email; a meeting will be held soon to discuss functions and rules for 
committee. 

VI. Working Group and Project Updates 
a. Census: to be kick-started by Trevor and James Wong. Mike suggested we send a push 

notification to members to update their profiles. 
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b. Diversity and Inclusion: Jacob sent out a notice for an upcoming meeting. Fun fact: Eric comes 
up with ideas for this group while in the shower! 

c. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: still no chair, still getting organized. Eric is working 
on a draft of reinstatement criteria for suspended member. 

d. Webmaster/Website Update: John reported that we will shift to Amazon AWS instead of 
Google Cloud for hosting website; we will move the registration portion of the website first and 
host Word Press on a separate server, which should prevent crashes; the issue we had with 
emails not going out after D4-6 drafts has been fixed. 

e. Strategic Growth: Seth reported that this group will start working after new gym space is 
identified; we have reached out twice to a school in the West Village with no response; it was 
also mentioned that the custodian for Howe also works in Beacon, the high school across the 
street, so that may give us an in to that school. 

f. Strategic Planning: Seth reported on the process for hiring a new consultant: Sandra provided 
some names, the Requests For Proposal are being drafted and will be circulated to the board 
prior to sending to the candidates. For the 501(c)3 progress—he keeps nagging Mike about the 
paperwork; Mike seems to be inching along on that… (guess he was doing other things in that 
FIP house every weekend all summer…) 

g. Historian: Josh absent, no report. 
VII. Old Business: (sweet!)  

a. Fall 2018 Tryouts Recap and Updates: Eric suggested a new process of keeping this discussion 
big picture and saving details for a separate feedback forum.  
i. Some noteworthy observations: 

 Sometimes there is a clash between new volunteers and veterans’ views on the tryouts 
process 

 Using Howe for D1-6 was new, but we got through it OK 

 We did have an email SNAFU, but we got through it 

 With more automation from Joe, D1-3 can now have court assignments 
ii. Discussion 

 Mike thought D1-3 went well in Howe, finished on time; thought D7-10 went well based 
on volume; suggested PP draft needs changing (we were there till 11pm! On a Sunday!); 
suggested we need more help desk volunteers during D9/10/PowerPlay as there were lots 
of changes; pre-writing tryout #s on bibs (while registrants in line to check in) helped a lot 
(seconded by Alan) 

 Seth doesn’t want to forget ideas for improvements, likes Eric’s suggestion to solicit 
specific feedback from volunteers and have a separate discussion so as not to lose ideas; is 
amazed we get so many people through and drafted as we do. 

 Alan recommended we utilize the colored wristbands from Howe at the Rustin tryouts; 
remarked that no matter how chaotic things may have gotten, we pulled together and 
worked through as a group, and that we did a good job of facing heated moments and 
then moving on to continue working together. 

 Joe suggested walkie talkies, which we used to use, so we could go back to using them. 

 Max suggested adding a new role of traffic flow coordinator, especially if we have to go 
back to Howe, but also at Rustin. He observed that the captains, especially D1-3, were not 
friendly to newcomers (99xxx), which countered what the greeters/Welcome Queens 
committee were trying to accomplish; suggested we educate captains about the Welcome 
Queens committee and its goals. 
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 Seth requested that we do not assign volunteers who are coaching a team to help in the 
tryout gym. Max reiterated that volunteers should not have to police other volunteers, 
especially in the tryout gym where some shadiness was noted. We tell captains they 
cannot have their coaches in the tryout gym, so that needs to apply to coaches who are 
also volunteering. 

 Greg recommended that the welcome speech is not needed in its current form, especially 
when tryouts are staggered by court times; asked if we could put some of the info in the 
pre-tryout email. Eric echoed the need for coordinated messaging: what info needs to be 
given when and by whom (e.g., some info is said in the welcome speech, in the pre-tryout 
hallway speech, and in Leah’s final speech at the end of each court). 

 Jacob observed that having 2 people per computer at check in/court assignment worked 
great. Having someone at the door directing people to check in lines was helpful, as was 
not separating check in according to last names (no uneven lines) 

 Switching to index cards as bibs worked well: cheaper than the labels and no issues with 
them staying on. 

b. Website Ads: Greg reported that we have an Adsense account set up ($15/month). Certain 
types of ads are displayed depending on which page of the website is displayed. We have turned 
off full screen pop ups and the feature where Google decides where an ad is placed (no 
objections to turning those features off). 

VIII. New Business:  
a. Flu Vaccination Program: a Gotham member/coach/former Power Rep, who is also a 

pharmacist, offered flu vaccines to Gotham members; however, the office said it is too late to 
set up for this year. Walgreens offers flu shots for free, just need to provide each person’s info 
(insurance, etc.). We would need to contract with them; they would provide the location. At this 
point, we need to consider it for 2019 fall season. Alan remarked that they tried this in D3 and 
there was little response. Eric recommended this would fall under the Activities & Outreach 
Committee. 

b. Tryout Stats recap: Eric distributed a preliminary breakdown by Division summarizing total 
candidates who tried out, the total player select rate, the new player select rate, the returning 
player rate, and the player drop rate, all compared for Fall 2017, Spring 2018, and now Fall 2018.  
i. Observations 

 Despite plan to expand PowerPlay, we still turned away more people in Fall 2018 than 
Spring 2018 (it was noted that for D1-6, almost all teams picked 8 players and D7-10, 
almost all picked 9 players) 

 Total # people turned away in Fall 2018 could fill 2-3 divisions 

 As an example, out of nearly 100 D8-10 returners who tried out for D7, only 8 were 
drafted in D7 

 Drop rates of 20-25% were observed for D7, 8, and 9 (steady trend for D9 since Fall 2017) 
ii. Discussion 

 Plan to share this info with DPLG so they can be part of the discussion 

 Greg recommended we pull similar statistics for Power and OPs to get an expanded count 
of how many people we are turning away from our programming. Joe mentioned he keeps 
these stats each week for OPs, so the numbers could be pulled. Looking at Power over 
2017-2018, nearly everyone who tries out gets into Power A-E. 

 Reorganizing the tryout sequence/pairings may correct some of the issues like drop rates, 
new player selection rates, # of people moving up, etc. May change how people register 
and impact drafts. 
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IX. Announcements 

 Mike: survived 1st summer season in Fire Island Pines as a homeowner without killing his 
partner! (Or completing the 501(c)3 paperwork, hmm). It was a great summer and they plan to 
close the house 2nd weekend in November (so where is our board invite???). 

 Leah: thanked everyone involved in tryouts, gave special shout-out to those who helped with 
the Power Play drafting and to Joe H for being so flexible with OPs. 

 Erik J: thanked all the volunteers who helped with tryouts, his favorite time of the season. 

 Alan: happy with his new D3 team, glad not to be a captain. Yay! 

 Joe: happy to move up to D6; summer was tough, his mom had a health scare but is OK now. 

 Max: has family in South Carolina, they are watching Florence; his mom was evacuated. 

 Lew: first time in years not being at tryouts this season. 

 Seth: related a funny tryout story how, while poor Max was policing drinks in Rustin and getting 
frustrated, Seth spied his husband drinking a latte in the gym. When he told him he had to drink 
it in the hallway, Michael replied he thought he had immunity through Seth! Ah, nepotism! 

 John: de-brief on Gay Games in France: 1 of their teams won bronze! Despite no A/C and an 
injury, they pulled it together for the medal! 

 Eric: stated that what we do at tryouts is amazing, that our level of organization is better than 
any of the other sports leagues; reiterated that our collection of leaders does amazing things 
when we all come together. 

X. Adjournment: motion to adjourn: Alan; second: Lew; no discussion, meeting adjourned 9:54pm; 
next meeting: October 9, 2018; Location TBD. 
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Minutes of Monday, October 8, 2018 Meeting of Board of Directors 

7:30pm, 245 E. 54th St., Apt 16D 
Meeting Attendance 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer A 
Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 
Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell P+ 

VP Division Play Patrick So P+  Past President Alan Amechazurra A 
VP Training Leah Hughley P  Past President Josh Christensen A 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek P  Past President Seth Eichenholtz A 
Director Dave Fredericks P  Past President Lew Smith A 
Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro P 

A, absent 
P, present 
*non-voting 
+attended by phone 
	

I. Call to Order: 7:32pm by Eric 
II. Approval of Sept. Board Meeting Minutes: Motion to accept: Max; Second: Dave, no 

discussion, approved by acclamation. 
III. Public Comment: none. 
IV. Officers/Leadership Group Chair Reports 

a. President: Eric had no formal report, said he would chime in on agenda items as they are 
discussed. 

b. VP of Division Play: Patrick reported from phone: things mostly fine. There were a few 
things about the Division Rep voting that Patrick is discussing with Eric and Andre. The 
Divisions 5-8 online schedule still needs to be updated for Oct. 20 and 27 weekends. 

c. VP of Training: Leah reported. Technical Director Jeff Lipton left NY suddenly, thought 
it would not be until end of season. A new coach for Power A is in place. Team Power A 
and BB are covered (Jeff did not take on Team BB). Leah is still reaching out to people 
and waiting for responses for other openings. The new reps for the additional Power 
classes (especially Team Power) are working out well and Leah is happy to have a rep for 
each class. Leah had to remove a dues waiver for 1 rep who did not complete the  
responsibilities in the fall through the election period; Leah felt the rep did not handle the 
situation well and did not communicate effectively, so she is recommending removing 
the dues waiver for that individual. She mentioned the new rep for that class is already 
doing a good job. Leah summarized that we now have 11 Power classes, that PowerPlay 
is doing well, especially the new rep, and that she is already receiving positive feedback 
on Jeff’s placement. 

d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max sent his report via email.  
i. Welcome Social: Gotham Fall Welcome Social celebrating National Coming Out Day 

at Industry Bar on Tuesday, Oct. 9, 2018, 7 – 10 PM. Hosted by Erik Heitz, The night 
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features speeches by Gotham Volleyball President Eric Eichenholtz, and Coming Out 
founder Nate Warden, Coming Out Story readings by Peter Myers, G.R. Johnson, 
Jeannie Herlihy, Lauren Rick, Carol Lynne Elliot and David McDermott. Special 
performance by Alan Amechazurra. 

ii. Sage Tables: Gotham teams are invited to host Sage Tables. SAGE Table 
(http://www.sagetable.org) is an intergenerational experience that connects the LGBT 
community and their allies. Basically your friends and/or your team invite an older 
member our LGBTQ community to a meal (lunch, brunch or dinner). You can 
prepare it at home or take them out to a restaurant. You and/or team would pick up 
the expense for your guest’s meal.  I thought it would be interesting to get a bunch of 
Gotham teams as well as our Committee to host Sage Tables starting Nov. 9th. 

iii. Well Play Program: Our first Well Play is scheduled for Sunday, Oct. 28, 10 AM – 1 
PM at Howe. WELL PLAY is a unique combination of a dynamic warm up stretch 
session lead by certified personal trainer, Christian Madalengoitia followed by Open 
Play. $20.00 (An additional $5.00 fee will be donated to Gotham's AIDS Walk team.) 

iv. Annual Drag Tournament: Registration is open for Gotham’s Annual Drag 
Tournament on Sunday, Nov. 4, 2018. Enjoy FB Live Video from the Red Carpet, 
Games (‘Wig Toss’ and ‘Musical Chers’), Drag Photo Booth, and a Special 
Presentation. Proceeds benefit Gotham’s AIDS Walk team 

v. Ballapoolza 2018: Help raise money to buy Practice Balls. Join us for Ballapoolza 
2018 featuring Drink Specials, Games and Great Music! Locker Room at Gym Bar on 
Friday, Nov. 23, 2018, 7 -10 PM (date has been updated to Nov. 30). Proceeds benefit 
Community Practice Balls for the league. 

vi. Additional reporting; we have a busy fall and will do more with less time available. 
Dani Raymond will do the Gotham crossword for the newsletter again. Andre 
mentioned he has links to the Trevor Project. Monster Bar faced issues of racism, the 
manager involved was replaced so for the question of whether we should continue to 
patronize them, Max said yes, Eric and Dave F agreed. Question raised regarding who 
is keeping up the Master Calendar: no one is dedicated to it, but Greg has been doing 
it and is happy to keep doing it. Reminder that everyone can add his/her own updates. 

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: Joe H reported the Drag Tournament is 
nearly sold out. It is only in the AM at Rustin this year: smaller, but teams can be added 
to a wait list as we will look into a possible expansion. Joe reported that fall seems to be 
off to a slow start in terms of teams signing up for Friendship Tournaments (FT), Eric 
mentioned this is normal for a fall season: no cancellations for any of the 3 FT levels Oct. 
7, there are 3 teams per FT level for upcoming weekend (Oct. 14), a Facebook Live video 
taken at FT on Oct. 7 got a fair # of views. Greg mentioned the Welcome Queens 
committee sent an email to 99xxx and 97xxx members that had reminders about FT and 
OPs. Andre discussed the issue of having difficulty getting BB level players to register 
for FT—perhaps we should consider making those FT whole days and make them more 
competitive. A and BB level players have more competitive outlets outside Gotham that 
offer more competition and cash rewards. B and C level players do not have as many 
non-Gotham options so they fill FT more than A and BB players. Alex, Kyle, Clif, and 
Nick were asked to look into why there is a lack of interest in Rock level FT and if we 
can “fix” it or if we should just cancel them. There has been a change in eligibility of 
which members may not be aware. It was also pointed out that BB teams often spend 
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September tweaking their NAGVA team rosters, which may impact their desire to play in 
FT. Suggestion to schedule fewer Rock level FT in the fall; perhaps in their place, 
schedule an official new GLOD welcome meeting/brunch and walkthrough, perhaps 
schedule a FT for GLODs and Board members. Leah suggested adding some historical 
language to our communications about OP and FT, as well as to the web pages; e.g., that 
we used to offer OP once per month, now it is once per week for different levels—that 
will educate members and perhaps reduce some of the complaining. Greg suggested Josh 
create a random Gotham fact sheet with tidbits of info that we can include in our 
communications. Eric mentioned there is a dinner and walkthrough at Rustin scheduled 
for Oct. 10 to welcome new Reps post-election. 

f. Secretary: no report 
g. Treasurer: submitted balance sheet w/ 2017 vs 2018 numbers side by side for easy 

reference; we are in good shape as an organization; dues payment collection going well; 
about half of the permit charges hit in Sept., others should hit in Oct.; there has been 
more OP income this month compared to previous month but that will be offset by new 
Power coaches; income for FT down compared to 2017, and it was pointed out that may 
have been because we did not have Rustin this past summer, so no summer FT compared 
to 2017. Leah asked if we could send a gift to Jeff Lipton as he was such a long time 
coach and Mike said there was a gifts line item in the budget. Follow up question: do we 
want to do something special for Howe for letting us have D1-6 tryouts there in August? 
Answer: yes, but do it at holiday time when we give them a gift normally. Joe asked 
about covering Drag Tournament expenses and Mike said it should come from Max’s 
budget 

V. Committee Reports  
a. Communications: Greg reported he plans to touch base with the Sub-Groups on Friday 

(Oct. 12)- social media calendar, brand book/style guide, general communications roles 
& responsibilities. A draft of the brand book/style guide may be ready at Dec. or Jan. 
Board meetings. Max asked about incorporating Gotham history into the brand book/style 
guide and Greg mentioned that the book/guide will be used to define our identity, and we 
will then use it to re-vamp our history presentation, so there will be overlap. Eric 
mentioned that defining our organization identity needs to encompass a larger part of the 
membership, not just a subcommittee. Mike mentioned the subcommittee should come up 
with the framework and then content can be put into that framework. Greg assured the 
Board that the subcommittee is not planning to determine our organization’s 
identity/brand without additional input from a larger part of the membership. Eric asked 
that we remind the subcommittee not to hesitate to reach out with any questions to fill in 
any blanks as it completes its work. Max thinks having the subcommittee come up with a 
draft for larger leadership group to work off for making edits/additions is a good starting 
point. 

b. Facilities & Operations: prior to starting this discussion, Eric reminded the group that 
despite some of the day to day crap we see, most members appreciate what the Board and 
Leadership do and like where we are going as an organization. 
i. Rustin scoreboard: controller has arrived, looks like nuclear football (no one tell 

trump we have it!!)—in cage in large black case. Eric tested it, but recommends it be 
properly labeled before it goes into regular use. In terms of user friendliness, it is 
somewhere between Howe scoreboard controller and the Rustin electronic 
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scoreboards. There is a laminated instruction sheet and an owner’s manual. Need to 
make a copy of the laminated instruction sheet. 

ii. Rustin noise complaints and window issue 
• Background: Eric has received complaints since first day of his presidency; 

complaints come from David Sloss, treasurer of 19th Street Block Association. For 
every noise complaint, we email Rustin; school does not want to bolt the 
windows, which is not a problem during school days. Since the beginning of Fall 
2018 season, we have had 5 noise complaints/ windows open; Eric has had to 
leave personal functions to go and close windows. GLODs, captains, and Reps 
have all been reminded this season about the windows (and water in the gyms). 
The emails from David Sloss have gotten more polite since June 2018: we think 
he may be documenting them and making a case against us as an organization. 
David Sloss has been invited to take a walkthrough at Rustin to observe the 
window closing issues firsthand but he has declined. 

• Current issue: on Sept. 19, windows were open that were not broken so a forfeit 
was issued to the reffing team in charge of ensuring they were closed. The captain 
originally was OK with the forfeit, but then the D4 Rep said the captain should 
not have to accept a forfeit because he is a new captain and never received a 
captains’ packet or captain info at the start of the season. Eric is working with 
Patrick to resolve this incident involving the forfeit and the D4 Rep. One week 
after this incident, the windows were open again, one D-Rep claimed not to be 
aware of the window policy; 1 leader has said “Just tell the school they are 
broken” rather than attempting to close them. Also, windows break quite 
frequently because the locking mechanisms are delicate, so even when school 
fixes the locks, they break again (or different ones break). 

• Leadership issue: there is a sense that some leaders do not have all the info, feel 
put upon enforcing this policy, and that some feel the job of closing the windows 
is unsafe. Eric made a plea that he cannot handle this situation by himself and 
urged the Board that we need to come together with the Leadership to work on 
this issue. 

• Discussion of solutions: email to Leadership received some good suggestions 
(email trail Sept. 28-29 to Leadership); reach out to school that window closing 
responsibility is putting our members at health risk (there has been at least one 
injury); Leah suggested we consult the report we received from the sound 
engineer that was brought in to address this issue in the past and our agreement 
with the community association—are we meeting the terms of that agreement? 
For example, the original agreement stated all windows could remain open until 
9pm (keeping the north facing windows closed at all times is relatively new). 
Leah also reminded the group that we had switched to different whistles as a 
result of the sound engineer report and the agreement, but we have somehow gone 
back to the ones we use now—suggested we switch back (Arvind has one). Leah 
also suggested the Power coaches could be asked to use the whistles less 
frequently and instead call “halt.” Question raised as to whether we can get a 
Gotham leader onto the 19th Street Block Association as a representative.  

• Addressing the leaders: some suggested that leaders, especially Reps, who do not 
take this duty seriously should be made accountable and there should be 
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consequences. They are putting us at risk of losing our permits. There was 
discussion of desire to avoid “punishment” of leaders who neglect this duty, but to 
hold them accountable and have a remediation plan. Max mentioned that it is 
difficult to support notion of punishment in the league because of the dependency 
on positive relationships for getting elected/appointed (e.g., no one wants to come 
across as the “bad guy” if they think it will hurt them later). Eric plans to counter 
this mentality be meeting individually with leaders and stressed that our leaders 
need to own the rules/policies/by-laws. Dave asked what concrete steps we could 
take to remedy the current situation in D4 and to avoid similar situations with D-
Reps and captains—suggestion to have VP of DP more involved in the start of 
season messaging that D-Reps share with captains to ensure consistent messaging. 
Point raised that GLODs are not always privy to all the info that the Board has; 
suggestion made to share Sloss’ emails with leaders to impress on them the 
seriousness of the situation. Andre mentioned that there are so many GLODs now 
that this duty can be easily forgotten and that we need redundancy to reinforce the 
message. Also, accurate, detailed, and timely GLOD reports are crucial for the 
Board to stay on top of facility issues. Leah suggested we could have the GLODs 
stop all activity in the gyms to go over the window issue with members present 
for programming, could be done for a short period of time until message has 
sufficiently sunk in. Dave had added the suggestion that leaders add to GLOD 
reports a video of someone trying to close windows that won’t stay closed rather 
than a still photo of an open window. Andre summed up how we can change the 
culture within Leadership in this situation: 1) rewards & consequences, 2) reason 
for change (e.g., clearly get word out to everyone, provide rationale), 3) tools & 
capabilities (e.g., have enough poles of the correct size, add signs as reminders), 
4) modeling of desired behavior. 

iii. Facilities: Lew working on additional gym space: we will have more weekday space 
maybe this season, or may starting next season. 

iv. Equipment: Leah reported the dowels that keep the net straight are missing at Rustin, 
asked if we could get extras; also brought up the issue of the pin being kept in the 
pole (taped in place) at Rustin—do we want to keep it like that? (There was a 
reference to “dusty junk” in the cage at Rustin, which Mike thought would be a great 
drag name!) Finally, some Power balls are losing air, we may need new ones, 
especially at Howe. 

v. Howe: cage in which Power ball stored and locked—has a padlock on it with a 3 digit 
code. Code is not being given to GLODs, but net got locked in there once; we need to 
educate GLODs not to lock net in that cage. Question raised as to whether NY Urban 
league was also using Howe, needs to be checked on. 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: no report. 
d. Grievance: Andre reported on 2 complaints: 

i. Unsportsmanlike behavior complaint made against a member, but it was not 
escalated. 

ii. Complaint that one elected and one appointed Gotham Leader told captains not to 
draft a certain player on tryout day, that it was for personal reasons. Andre, Patrick, 
and Eric are working together to resolve: start with informal process, then come back 
with a proposed plan of action; if member issuing complaint is not satisfied with 
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informal process, the group will come up with a formal process for resolving the 
grievance. Max volunteered to speak to one of the Gotham Leaders involved. 

iii. Discussion: 
! Leah heard from another member (who did not want to file an official grievance) 

in another Division that this may be a more widespread issue (e.g., leaders 
commenting to captains on who to pick or not). Max mentioned that he believes 
the tryout gym needs to be a safe space and suggested we need to be a little more 
strict about asking leaders not assigned to work the tryout gym to not enter it. 

! Question raised to Leah: what if someone wants/needs to drop out of the season for 
mental health reasons? Would a refund request be processed the same way as they 
are for physical injuries that lead to season withdrawals? If so, how much medical 
info related to the mental health issue would the member be required to provide to 
the Grievance Committee? 

! Andre reminded the Board that the Grievance Committee is reactive, not proactive, 
and should stay that way: purpose is to respond to reported issues and most things 
can be dealt with informally without formal processes needing to be in place. 

e. Finance: no report. 
f. Elections & Nominations: Eric reported no challenges to Division and Power Rep 

election results; we still need to do a Power W Rep election, need to make the official 
roster in the system first. 

VI. Working Group and Project Updates 
a. Census: No report. 
b. Diversity and Inclusion: Eric reported for Jacob, first meeting is scheduled for Oct. 11. 
c. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: Eric reported, provided draft of Member 

Reinstatement Criteria for discussion. Feedback received by email incorporated into 
draft. Actual reinstatement process received the most attention. Question generating 
much discussion is do we bring the complainants back into the reinstatement discussion? 
Some felt that views of the complainants were taken into account when adjudicating the 
grievance originally and that the terms of the suspension were made clear (1 year and 
then could apply for reinstatement), so complainants should be aware of the terms. Others 
raised the points that complainants should be approached in case they have new info 
(e.g., have had interactions with the suspended member outside Gotham events that 
would impact decision to reinstate); that how complainants were affected in the past was 
taken into account when deciding to suspend, so how they might be affected if member is 
reinstated needs to be considered (i.e., reinstatement does not only affect the suspended 
member); that we do not want to blindside the complainants if member is voted to be 
reinstated, so we at least need to keep them informed. There was some agreement to the 
suggestion that the complainants be given an opportunity to provide feedback informally 
prior to reinstatement (no vote was taken on this matter). Additional discussion points: if 
Board votes against reinstatement, it needs to provide a rationale for the vote and 
determine the next time the member could apply for reinstatement; how do we know if 
member is sincere when applying for reinstatement (recommended that we phrase our 
expectations as questions that the suspended member must answer rather than providing 
statements to which the suspended member can easily agree); how do we take non-
Gotham events into account regarding reinstatement, especially if there are more 
complaints. Leah mentioned that Board recommended person take steps to change 
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outside Gotham as part of the suspension, so it makes sense to take non-Gotham events 
into account. Andre brought up that we do not perform background checks on our 
members, so it is complicated to look at behavior outside Gotham events. This point 
brought up the difficulty of establishing the reinstatement criteria because Board 
members are not qualified to make certain judgments (e.g., medical or mental health 
related issues). Eric ended the discussion by asking Board members to send all additional 
points/thoughts to him to share with the working group such that the group can continue 
the dialog and working on the specifics of the process. Final question: are we comfortable 
sending the first piece of communication to the suspended member without the specifics 
of the process? No objections raised. 

d. Webmaster/Website Update: John reported things are going well, we are setting up to 
move to Amazon Web Services platform for the website; John is receiving weekly 
updates. In terms of website ads, Joe mentioned the placement of ads still causes some 
issues: full page ads are shut off, but ads are still interrupting OP and GLOD forms. Leah 
also mentioned that the GLOD report form gives some leaders trouble when trying to 
submit, particularly on iPhones; John said to forward any issues with GLOD forms to 
him. 

e. Strategic Planning: Eric reported for Seth that the RFP that will be used to solicit 
proposals from possible new consultant/facilitator is being completed. 

f. Historian: no report. 
VII. Old Business: Sugar rush time! 

a. Tryout feedback process: Eric mentioned we only received 6 responses from the Tryout 
Feedback Survey Monkey, so he is going to send it to leaders again, keeping responses 
anonymous. Erik reminded the Board that he will form an ad hoc committee to analyze 
the tryout responses and proposed changes. 

VIII. New Business 
a. Spring 2019 Planning Deadlines  

• Eric praised the board for devoting time to older items that needed the group’s 
attention such as communications issues, etc. 

• Lew will determine if we have access to more gym space next season. 
• Request made that all groups should submit their wish list of uses for all gym space by 

Nov. Board meeting. 
• Decision for Spring 2019 schedules at each gym should be decided by Dec. Board 

meeting 
• The focus should be on proactive planning and everyone needs to have a Plan B for 

unexpected changes or conflicts. 
IX. Announcements 

• Max was looking forward to the Welcome Social and celebrating Coming Out Day 
• Mike was so tired he could see through time. 
• Leah thanked Joe for offer of office equipment to be donated to Howe by his company, is 

excited we are engaging SAGE-maybe it can impact the discussion of ageism 
• Andre volunteered as a bartender for Ballapalooza; Mike suggested Dusty Junk should 

make an appearance! 
• Eric thanked everyone for support, efforts, patience, and participation. 

X. Adjournment: motion to adjourn: LH; second: GR; no discussion, meeting adjourned 
10:19pm; next meeting: Nov. 13, 2018; Location TBD 
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Minutes of Thursday, November 13, 2018 Meeting of Board of Directors 

7:30pm, 500 7th Ave., Room 8F 
Meeting Attendance 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer A 
Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 
Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell P 

VP Division Play Patrick So A  Past President Alan Amechazurra P 
VP Training Leah Hughley P+  Past President Josh Christensen P 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek A  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 
Director Dave Fredericks A  Past President Lew Smith P 
Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro P 

A, absent 
P, present 
*non-voting 
+attended by phone 
Also present: Joey Osio and Brady Ginn from Communications Committee 
 
I. Call	to	Order:	7:30PM	by	Eric	
II. Approval	of	Board	Meeting	Minutes:	Motion	to	accept:	John;	Second:	Mike;	passed	by	acclamation,	

no	votes	against,	those	who	were	not	present	at	the	last	meeting	abstained.	
III. Public	Comment:	None	
IV. Officers/Leadership	Group	Chair	Reports	

a. President:	focus	for	next	season	or	so	is	working	as	one	leadership	instead	of	8	groups,	with	the	
goal	of	better	communication	and	interactions;	plans	include	check-in	calls	between	Eric	and	
leaders	in	early	Spring	2019	season,	informal	check-ins	with	VPs	between	board	meetings;	
determine	how	groups	can	support	each	other	and	keep	everyone	informed	as	to	what’s	going	
on	in	the	league.	Reminders	that	we	will	have	a	December	13	board	meeting	because	there	are	
a	lot	of	items	to	discuss	and	that	we	will	have	a	full	leadership	meeting	in	early	January	in	place	
of	the	board	meeting:	we	will	survey	the	leaders	for	discussion	topics,	have	each	group	do	a	
presentation	of	what	they	are	doing.	

b. VP	of	Division	Play:	Patrick	sent	in	a	report.	Follow	up	on	the	forfeit	issue	in	D4:	Patrick	and	Eric	
spoke	to	the	D4	captains.	The	forfeit	was	left	in	place	and	the	discussions	went	well;	there	was	
some	venting	and	explanation	of	the	rules.	The	discussion	also	uncovered	an	issue	about	
replacement	players.	For	EOS	schedule	and	Spring	2019	tryouts	schedule,	see	Old	and	New	
Business	below.	Group	is	meeting	again	after	Thanksgiving	to	further	discuss	proposed	Spring	
2019	Tryout	schedule.	

c. VP	of	Training:	Leah	was	running	Power	W	and	unable	to	attend	the	whole	meeting.	She	was	

able	to	report	by	phone	and	send	the	report	in	a	follow	up	email. A busy and productive season 
for Training programs so far: 
• Team Power expanded from 3 to 4 classes with the addition of a separate Team Power 

BB class 
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• PowerPlay expanded from 4 to first 6 and then (on the morning of the first afternoon of 
play) to 8 teams, at a new venue, with a new schedule, and new dual-court simultaneous 
training coordination. 

• Technical Director resigned mid season with less than a week's notice, and 3 Power 
classes were to be restaffed.  

• 6 New Power Reps onboarded: 
o Power A (with the outgoing Rep not participating in the transition) 
o PowerPlay (with a full division of almost entirely new Gotham members) 
o Team Power A 
o Team Power BB 
o Team Power B1 
o Team Power B2 

• 3 New Power Coaches hired: 1 at the start of the season, and 2 added mid-season after 
the resignation of the Technical Director 

• 4 New Assistant Coaches for PowerPlay 
• Working on equipment replacements and additions: antennas, coaching stand, 

potentially some setting equipment. Fortunately, after all Power balls were reinflated and 
redistributed amongst our 3 venues, almost all have remained inflated, so we may be able 
to put off a purchase of new Power balls. 

• Leah thanked the Training Leadership Group for all their hard work, and to all the 
Leadership Groups for their support and coordination. 

d. VP	of	Activities	&	Outreach:	Max	not	present.	Ballapalooza	coming	up	on	Nov.	30.	
e. Tournaments	&	OP	Leadership	Group	Chair:	Drag	tournament	went	well,	it	was	sold	out,	there	

was	a	hostess	for	the	entire	event,	there	were	very	good	presentations	by	Gotham	members	on	
mental	health	issues.	The	Gotham	Cares	mixer	(players	sign	up	in	3s)	scheduled	for	Dec.	2	is	half	
sold	out.	Green/	Golden	Apple	practice	Friendship	Tournaments	mixed	with	Open	Plays—went	
well,	nice	to	have	a	mix	of	OP	players	and	tournament	players;	the	actual	tournaments	went	
well	also:	ended	an	hour	early.	Open	Plays:	regularly	selling	out	with	wait	lists;	Red	OP	struggles	
to	fill;	injury	at	Yellow	OP	in	early	November,	injured	member	using	Gotham	insurance.	

f. Secretary:	Erik	asked	VPs	and	Committee	chairs	if	they	type	reports	for	the	board	meetings	to	
send	to	him	for	inclusion	in	the	minutes.		

g. Treasurer:	circulated	balance	sheets	for	the	month:	finances	in	good	shape	through	end	of	
October;	Profit/Loss	statement-	nothing	out	of	ordinary.	Clarification	that	Front	App,	Quick	
Books,	and	MS	Office	fall	under	Office	Supplies	line	in	budget.	Lew	asked	if	we	could	look	into	a	
higher	level	checking	account	with	more	perks;	Mike	said	he	would	like	to	combine	accounts	
into	fewer	or	only	1	account	and	clean	up	who	has	access	to	the	accounts	(to	do	between	
seasons).		There	was	discussion	about	exposure	risks	related	to	maximum	amounts	that	can	be	
kept	in	an	interest	bearing	account	that	are	protected	by	FDIC.	The	following	questions	were	
raised:	how	much	liquid	cash	do	we	need	to	keep?	Can	money	be	kept	in	PayPal?	Should	we	
consider	putting	some	money	in	bonds	to	protect	it?		Should	we	consider	a	short	term	solution	
for	this	year,	since	we	are	expecting	a	short	fall,	and	then	come	up	with	a	more	permanent	
solution	for	longer	term?	

V. Committee	Reports	
a. Communications:	Joey	Osio	and	Brady	Ginn	attended	to	present	to	the	board.	

i. Preview	draft	of	Style	Guide/Brand	Book:	logo	is	our	signature,	propose	we	use	our	logo	on	
all	our	documents.	Brady	presented	suggested	colors	and	fonts	that	can	be	standard	in	all	
our	communications.	Samples	from	the	Board	Wiki	were	used	(EOS	tournament	brackets	
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and	schedule)	to	demonstrate	color	and	font	usage	in	different	formats.	Additional	
examples	can	be	provided	by	email.		

ii. Voice	of	the	organization:	to	be	captured	in	Style	Guide.	Committee	proposes	sending	8	
questions	to	the	board	via	Survey	Monkey,	then	sending	to	broader	leadership	to	determine	
the	kind	of	language	we	recommend	using	in	communications	(not	making	rules,	just	
recommendations).	Goal	is	to	embody	emotion	in	our	communications	to	the	membership	
that	represents	our	brand	and	what	makes	us	great.	Seth	and	Henry	to	finalize	the	survey	
and	send	out:	quick	responses	are	requested.	Feedback	can	be	sent	anytime	by	email	to	the	
Committee.	

iii. Committee	has	a	framework	for	a	social	media	calendar	and	is	looking	at	how	we	utilize	the	
different	platforms.	

iv. There	has	been	lots	of	interest	in	member	spotlights	in	the	newsletter.	
v. Josh	requested	we	re-order	the	Pride	colors	on	the	volleyball	in	our	logo—put	the	red	on	

top	and	the	purple	on	the	bottom,	which	is	the	standard	for	the	rainbow	flag	in	the	LGBT	
community.	

vi. Lew	thanked	the	committee	for	their	work	and	gave	positive	feedback	on	the	examples	
presented,	but	had	some	critical	feedback	on	the	Nov.	12	Facebook	Week-At-A-Glance	
posting.	Greg	took	ownership	for	that	post	and	said	he	would	fix	it	in	future	postings.	

vii. Andre	asked	how	we	could	help	in	our	different	domains,	such	as	using	the	font	and	color	
schemes	presented.	Mike	suggested	we	could	start	using	the	font	and	colors.		The	
Communications	Committee	thought	it	might	be	too	early	to	adopt	broader	style	guide	
features	just	yet.	

b. Facilities	&	Operations:	Lew	reported	that	the	school	on	Morton	in	the	West	Village	would	not	
be	available	to	us	until	March	2019.	He	needs	to	speak	to	Leah	about	the	school	across	the	
street	from	Howe.	No	responses	from	committee	members,	needs	to	follow	up.	

c. Volunteer	Coaching	&	Player	Development:	No	report.	
d. Grievance:	no	open	issues.	There	were	4-5	issues	in	DP	that	were	resolved	informally	without	

escalating	to	official	grievances	brought	before	the	board.	Process:	all	emails	get	a	response;	
committee	takes	10	days	to	work	on	an	informal	resolution	(involving	appropriate	board	
members	when	necessary);	complainant	asked	if	s/he	is	OK	with	the	informal	resolution;	regular	
calls	with	the	committee	to	keep	members	informed.	One	specific	example:	anonymous	email	
claiming	illegal/criminal	activity	by	a	DP	member,	author	purported	to	be	on	the	member’s	
team,	author	would	not	identify	him/herself	to	Andre.	Other	Gotham	members	were	emailed	as	
well.	The	accused	member	reached	out	and	said	s/he	was	target	of	an	ex	sending	unsolicited	
accusatory	emails	as	well	as	the	ex	showing	up	to	the	member’s	matches.	Andre	met	with	the	
accused	member’s	team	and	determined	that	no	one	on	the	team	seemed	to	be	the	person	
sending	the	anonymous	emails	(seems	to	be	a	non-Gotham	member).	This	example	brings	up	2	
points:	only	Gotham	members	and	their	guests	are	permitted	at	the	schools,	so	if	someone	who	
is	not	an	invited	guest	shows	up,	we	should	ask	security	to	tell	them	to	leave	or	call	the	police.	
Second	point	is	that	rosters	are	behind	the	login	on	the	website,	which	would	not	stop	someone	
from	creating	an	account	to	login	and	see	the	rosters	(and	find	out	a	player’s	schedule)—we	will	
not	change	that	process,	but	members	can	change	their	names	with	an	alias	that	is	displayed	on	
the	rosters.	

e. Finance:	No	report.	
f. Elections	&	Nominations:	Fall	elections	are	coming	up:	we	will	publicize	them	on	Nov.	19,	open	

captain	nominations	Nov.	26-	Dec.	7;	open	the	elections	Dec.	9-12.	Any	election	result	issues	can	
be	addressed	at	the	Dec.	13	board	meeting.	Request	made	for	any	additional	survey	questions	
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to	be	added	to	the	ballots	(reminder	the	ballots	only	going	to	DP	members,	unless	there	are	
questions	for	full	membership).	

VI. Working	Group	and	Project	Updates	
a. Census:	no	report.	
b. Diversity	and	Inclusion:	Jacob	was	absent;	committee	met	Nov.	8.	Eric	reported	on	the	first	

meeting	in	October:	the	group	is	looking	at	under-represented	communities	within	our	
organization,	may	do	corporate-type	of	D&I	activities,	they	discussed	having	D&I	ballot	
questions	regularly	to	track	patterns	within	the	membership.	Josh	asked	if	we	could	ask	
members	to	provide	the	desired	info	in	their	profiles	instead	of	sending	out	ballot	questions	
repeatedly.	It	was	pointed	out	that	providing	information	about	race/ethnicity,	gender	identity,	
age,	etc.,	would	always	be	optional	and	we	must	make	sure	it	is	not	used	to	impact	selection	to	
DP	or	Power	classes.	Alan	reported	on	the	Nov.	8	meeting:	the	group	worked	on	its	mission	
statement	and	discussed	its	goals.	Next	meeting	is	in	January.	

c. Preventing	Sexual	Harassment	and	Abuse:	reinstatement	of	suspended	member:	
communication	sent	stating	what	is	needed	and	when;	the	suspended	member	replied	that	the	
required	info	will	be	supplied	by	March.	No	email	responses	about	reinstatement	criteria	since	
last	board	meeting—board	asked	to	send	comments	on	the	draft	criteria	before	next	meeting.	

d. Webmaster/Website	Update:	John	reported	that	our	website	was	hacked	22	days	earlier	(the	
ftp	account	was	hacked).	Weird	stuff	started	showing	up;	John	cleaned	it	up	and	had	an	external	
company	clean	it	up	as	well.	Access	to	Word	Press	has	been	reset—all	Admins	need	to	reset	
passwords.	The	hack	has	been	stopped	and	cleared.	Names,	addresses,	and	phone	numbers	are	
the	only	personal	info	stored	on	our	site	and	most	or	all	of	that	info	can	be	found	elsewhere.	
Any	financial	data	(e.g.,	connection	to	PayPal)	could	not	be	accessed	through	our	website.	

e. Strategic	Growth:	combined	with	Strategic	Planning	below.	
f. Strategic	Planning:	Seth	still	working	on	the	RFP,	hoping	to	have	it	soon	for	board	to	comment;	

would	like	to	onboard	someone	before	the	end	of	the	year;	envision	the	consultant	getting	to	
know	us	so	s/he	can	advise	us,	focus	on	how	we	can	improve	communication	between	leaders	
and	board,	etc.	(not	the	messages	put	out	by	the	Communications	Committee).	Josh	asked	if	the	
RFP	addressed	different	organizational	models;	Seth	said	yes,	he	is	using	info	that	similar	
organizations	use	in	their	RFPs.	The	hope	is	to	find	a	contractor	who	knows	the	different	models	
and	could	recommend	the	best	way	for	us	to	go.	

g. Historian:	No	report.	
VII. Old	Business:		

a. Tryout	Feedback	Process:	Erik	updated	that	he	is	working	on	2	documents:	1)	a	summary	of	
feedback	from	Fall	2018	tryouts	and	recommendations	for	changes	to	the	process;	and	2)	a	
complete	list	of	steps	involved	in	each	tryout	that	will	be	used	as	both	directions	on	conducting	
tryouts	as	well	as	a	starting	point	from	which	to	draft	roles	&	responsibility	lists	for	leaders	
performing	different	tasks	during	tryouts.	Andre	asked	if	we	were	planning	to	survey	the	whole	
membership;	Eric	said	we	did	last	fall	and	we	will	do	it	again.	The	survey	is	usually	post-tryouts,	
so	it	does	elicit	plenty	of	negative	feedback.	

b. Fall	2018	EOS	Tournaments:	shout	out	to	Lew,	Leah,	and	Patrick	to	work	out	the	details	and	
schedules.	CCNY	was	not	available	to	us;	Queens	College	only	available	1	day;	PowerPlay	using	2	
gyms	this	season,	so	we	cannot	have	tournaments	at	Rustin	the	same	day	as	PowerPlay.	The	
EOS	Tournaments	had	to	disrupt	Power	schedule	in	Dec./Jan.	CCNY	is	already	confirmed	for	
Spring	2019	EOS	Tournaments.	

SUN Dec 9th 
RUSTIN –  

AM Division 4 (will be requesting 8AM start)  
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PM Division 3 (must complete by 5PM...if runs over will move rest of play to O'Henry) 
SUN Dec 16th 

RUSTIN – (as FYI, the last four seasons have had one division play at Rustin - last four were 9, 
8, 7 and 10... so 5 / 6 will go)  

AM Division 5 (will be requesting 8AM start)  
PM Division 6 (must complete by 5PM...if runs over will move rest of play to O'Henry) 

Queens College  
AM - Divisions 1 / 7 / 10 
PM - Divisions 2 / 8 / 9 

c. Fall	2018	EOS	Party:	Copacabana	confirmed	for	Jan.	12;	they	are	very	excited	to	host	us	again.	
PowerPlay:	may	need	to	have	the	EOS	Tournament	after	EOS	Party.	They	have	to	make	up	1	
week	of	training/play	and	then	the	tournament	needs	to	be	scheduled.	Their	games	are	much	
quicker	than	many	other	Divisions.	

d. Spring	2019	Planning	Update:	tough	to	fit	in	a	12-week	season.	Considerations	include	Mother’s	
Day,	Spring	Fling,	school	closings	(esp.	President’s	Day)	

VIII. New	Business:		
a. Spring	2019	Tryouts:	MLK	weekend	falls	in	an	unusual	spot	on	the	calendar	this	year,	throws	the	

typical	tryouts	schedule	off.	Desire	to	change	the	combinations	of	divisions	during	tryouts	to	
prevent	the	most	sought	after	divisions	from	drafting	first.	On	Jan.	12,	we	have	only	1	Rustin	
gym	(need	to	confirm),	so	we	may	need	to	use	Howe.	Based	on	proposed	schedule,	DP	and	
Power	would	start	seasons	one	week	earlier	than	usual—DP	and	Power	VP’s	asked	to	have	a	
Plan	B	in	their	schedules	for	unexpected	schedule	changes	with	the	schools.	If	we	get	another	
Saturday	gym,	we	would	insert	a	new	division	between	6-7	or	between	10	and	PowerPlay:	a	
new	division	would	impact	the	tryouts	in	January.	We	need	to	finalize	by	the	Dec.	board	meeting	
if	we	are	adding	a	new	division.	Mike	and	Erik	put	in	a	request	that	we	consider	holding	
PowerPlay	tryouts	on	a	different	day	from	Divisions	9-10	in	part	because	of	the	expanded	
interest	in	PowerPlay	(which	extends	the	actual	tryouts)	and	in	part	because	drafting	PowerPlay	
was	complicated	at	the	start	of	Fall	2018.	The	DPLG	still	needs	to	finalize	the	tryout	schedule	for	
Spring	2019.		

Proposed	schedule:		
Jan	3:	Captain	Orientation	(D1-6)	
Jan	8:	Full	Leadership	Meeting	
Jan	9:	Pre-tryout	events	D1-6	
Jan	10:	Tryouts	D1,	possibly	D2	also	
Jan	12	Tryouts	D3-5,	EOS	Party	
Jan	14:	Pre-Tryout	Run-through	
Jan	13:	Captain	Orientation	(D7-10)	
Jan	17:	Pre-tryout	events	D7-8	
Jan	26:	Tryouts	D6-8	
Jan	27:	Tryouts	D9-10,	PP	
Jan	28:	Tryouts:	Team	Power	
Jan	29:	Tryouts:	Power	W	
Feb	3:	Tryouts:	Power	A-E	
Propose	D1-4	Week	1=	Jan	23	and	24;	D5-10	Week	1=	Feb	2;	Team	Power	Week	1=	Feb	4;	Power	A-E	
Week	1=	Feb	9-10.	
	

IX. Announcements	
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• Mike:	officially	closed	his	Fire	Island	house	last	weekend.	The	A/C	doesn’t	work	in	his	car,	needs	
dental	work,	his	dishwasher	broke,	and	his	heat	isn’t	working:	he	a	mess!	

• Erik:	bought	a	new	couch	after	shopping	for	one	for	months	
• Andre:	bought	wood-working	stuff;	will	either	make	a	cute	table	or	will	have	to	buy	one	
• Seth:	had	a	good	trip	to	Hawaii	with	his	husband;	has	a	great	team	this	season	with	a	1-7	

record—they	have	mastered	the	art	of	losing	the	third	game	
• Lew:	had	a	fun	time	at	Green/Golden	Apple,	thanked	the	volunteers;	is	going	to	Singapore	in	a	

few	weeks	
• Josh:	coming	up	on	the	1	year	anniversary	of	the	closing	on	his	home;	he	may	start	renting	it	out	

soon.	
• Adjournment:	motion	to	adjourn:	John;	second:	Josh;	no	discussion,	meeting	adjourned	

9:30pm;	next	meeting:	Thursday,	December	13,	Location	TBD.	
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MEETING ATTENDANCE 
 

President Eric Eichenholtz – P   Director Jacob Rossmer – P   

Secretary Erik Johnson – A   Director Greg Rubin – P   

Treasurer Mike Hess – P   Director John Wetsell – P+   

VP Division Play Patrick So – A    Past President Alan Amechazurra – A   

VP Training Leah Hughley – P+    Past President Josh Christensen – A   

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek – P    Past President Seth Eichenholtz – P   

Director Dave Fredericks – P+   Past President Lew Smith – A   

Director Joe Hemsing - P     Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro – A   
 
A - Absent          P - Present          * Non-Voting          + Attended by Phone 

 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
Eric called the meeting to order at 7:32 PM. 1 

 
II. APPROVAL OF BOARD MEETING MINUTES  
Motion to Approve the Minutes of the November 13, 2018 Meeting: By Greg Rubin; Second: by Jacob Rossmer.  
Motion approved by unanimous voice vote.  

 
III. PUBLIC COMMENT  
Only Board members were present. 

 
IV. OFFICERS/LEADERSHIP GROUP CHAIR REPORTS 

a. President:  
i. Eric reported that he is working on the upcoming Leadership Meeting in January.  He is 

reviewing the feedback to help him frame the agenda.  Based on the feedback, he wants to have 
two “optional” sessions at 6:30 PM, one to focus on Tryouts and one to focus on a strategic 
planning update. Then, Eric will ask the Leadership Group and Committee Chairs (including the 
VPs) to do a brief update.  Eric is also considering having Leadership Recognition awards as 
part of the meeting.  Seth suggested that the tryout walkthrough be a mandatory session to make 
sure people are on the same page for the tryouts.  Jacob suggested, with enthusiastic support 
from the rest of the Board, that there be strict time limits for the presentations.  Max suggested 
that there be a presentation of top 10 questions/issues with responses.  Eric invited all with 
presentation ideas to contact him after the meeting.  Greg asked if this meeting will also count 
for January’s Board meeting, and Eric said that is his intent but it will ultimately depend on the 
demands of the agenda. 

ii. The discussion shifted to the Board meeting schedule for the Spring season.  Leah expressed 
that monthly Board meetings made it difficult for her to hold and attend other meetings, and 
asked that Board meetings could be scheduled on a more limited basis to allow for meetings that 
focus on operational issues.  Eric said he would consider the proposal when crafting the 
schedule. Seth agreed that the leadership structure, when designed, assumed that the LGs and 
Committees would meet more often to address operational issues, and hopes that happens 
moving forward. 

iii. Eric told the board that Finance Committee member Sam Carnicelli, who conducts audits 
professionally, offered to do internal auditing for Gotham free of charge. Eric and Mike met 

                                                           
1 Seth recorded the minutes of this meeting in Erik’s absence. 
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with Sam to discuss what would be involved in the audit.  Eric explained that Sam would review 
Gotham’s books and records (which any member has the right to review in any event) and 
interview senior leaders to discuss our processes.  Sam would then issue a report and 
recommendations to Eric and the Board.  All present agreed that we should move forward with 
the audit, and the Board is grateful to Sam for volunteering his time to Gotham for this useful 
endeavor. 

b. VP of Division Play:  Eric gave the report in Patrick’s absence.   
i. Eric explained that there was a Division Play sportsmanship issue brought to his and Patrick’s 

attention.   Eric, Patrick, and Andre are investigating and will try to resolve the issue informally. 
ii. Eric said that the End of Season Tournaments for Divisions 3 and 4 were held last Sunday at 

Rustin and O. Henry/Lab.  The process of transitioning from Rustin to O. Henry/Lab in the 
afternoon went smoothly.  The remainder of the tournaments will be held on Sunday, December 
16 at Rustin, O. Henry/Lab, and Queens College. 

c. VP of Training: 
i. Leah explained that Power W was cancelled on December 11 because of an emergency 

maintenance issue at the O. Henry/Lab School.  The likely date for the makeup class is January 
8 but has yet to be finalized. 

ii. In preparing for the Spring season of Power, Leah is arranging the process for deposits to 
return to individual Power classes and Team Power classes.  The process likely won’t apply to 
the PowerPlay class given the nature of that program as a season-based program that is 
organized into Division Play-style teams. 

iii. Leah is looking into demand for Team Power classes in the spring.  Only one team currently 
wants Team Power BB as of now, so she is eager to see which teams put down deposits for the 
Spring Season.  After that, she will make a push to recruit new teams and assess demand for the 
spring season. 

iv. Seth asked Leah about the status of the search for a new Power Technical Director and 
offered the Board’s assistance in conducting a new search.  Leah said that the first step is to 
work on a job description with the Training LG and others, and then will move on to the search. 

v. Mike and Leah discussed the process for recording the add/drops during the season in the 
Power program.  Leah said it is important that the process work through her.  Mike suggested 
adopting a similar process to that used in Division Play.  Leah and Mike agreed to discuss this 
further outside of the meeting. 

d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max explained that he was really proud of the extremely successful 
programming from the Activities and Outreach Leadership group.  Max integrated community oriented 
programming with the Gotham Mixer and Drag Tournaments.  Joe agreed that the members attending the 
tournaments really enjoyed the presentations that Max and the Leadership Group organized. 

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: 
i. Joe reported that the new 3-person format for the Gotham Cares Mixer Tournament worked 

well. There was a discussion about how much of the Mixer Tournament proceeds are 
donated to AIDS Walk.  Since this Mixer Tournament involved 3 members paying together 
instead of two, there was confusion as to the breakdown of the proceeds.  Joe explained that $15 
of the fees for the group of 3 is donated to AIDS Walk. 

ii. Joe also reviewed the tournaments already planned for the Spring season including the 
Blind Date Mixer, the Trans and Allies Mixer (the first of its kind), and another Gotham Cares 
Mixer. 

iii. There was discussion about holding a Friendship Tournament for PowerPlay participants 
where the coaches would be able to play with the PowerPlay team members, and that might take 
place on a Thursday evening. 

f. Secretary: No report. 
g. Treasurer:  

i. Mike reviewed the end of quarter numbers (incorporated in these minutes by reference).  
Gotham remains in good financial shape. 
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ii. Mike is currently working on Gotham’s tax returns for FY 2015 and 2016.  Once we’ve filed 
our returns and are up to date, Mike will proceed to fill out our application for recognition as a 
501(c)(3) charitable organization.  Seth awaits, with eager anticipation, the filing of that 
application. 

 
V. COMMITTEE REPORTS 

a. Communications:  
i. Greg thanked the Board for providing feedback for the ongoing Brand Book project.  Greg 

said he received 11 responses from Board members and they were all very helpful and 
insightful.  Greg anticipates an update to the Brand Book project during the February meeting.  
Brady Ginn is currently working to update Gotham’s templates.2  He is currently updating 
tryout signage and is waiting for Patrick to connect with him about other Division Play 
documents. 

ii. Greg mentioned that we are now moving all official announcements from the Gotham 
Volleyball :) page to the main Gotham Volleyball page to encourage member use of our 
official page for official information.  Greg has been inviting members who are active on the 
Gotham Volleyball :) page to join the Gotham Volleyball page.  Eric reported that this change 
has resulted in an marked increase in members who like the official page. 

b. Facilities & Operations: Eric gave the report in Lew’s absence.  
i. We obtained new pins for the poles in Rustin. 

ii. The committee is working to develop and better organize the closet at O. Henry/Lab 
School. 

iii. The committee will be making sure there are sufficient scoresheets at all of our division 
play sites. 

iv. There is an issue with the portable electronic scoreboard in the Blue/Boys Gym at 
Rustin malfunctioning.  Ultimately, this scoreboard will need to be replaced.  For the 
End of Season Tournaments, we will bring the scoreboard from Howe to Rustin to 
replace the malfunctioning scoreboard.  We have not yet started to use the large blue 
scoreboard that Gotham donated to the school. 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: Eric provide the report in Kyle’s absence.  Eric will work with 
Kyle to organize the coaching survey for the upcoming Spring season. 

d. Grievance:  Eric gave the report in Andre’s absence.  All business was conducted by the Board over e-mail 
ahead of the meeting.  There may be one refund request coming soon.  

e. Finance: Mike will be holding a meeting of the committee in January.  The committee will discuss the 
proposed dues waiver policy, review the issues pertaining to the upcoming audit, discuss distribution of 
finances, and start work related to the proposed FY2019 budget due to the Board in April. 

f. Elections & Nominations: We ran all of the Fall End of Season elections except for PowerPlay.  We had 
over 100 candidates for captain Gotham-wide and high member participation in voting. Eric provided 
official notification of the results to all of the candidates the morning after voting ended and notified the 
candidates of the 24-hour protest period. There were no protests and the election results were adopted by 
the Committee. The Division Play Leadership Group will break all ties for Captain and the individual 
Division Representatives will brake any ties in their division for Team All Star. Eric will coordinate with 
Leah about the best time to run the PowerPlay election for Spring Captains and Fall Team All Stars. 

 
VI. WORKING GROUP AND PROJECT UPDATES 

a. Census: Eric will touch base with Trevor, who still owns the Census project, with the status of the project. 
b. Diversity and Inclusion: Jacob reported that the Diversity and Inclusion working group had a very 

productive first meeting.  Their main objective is to compile protocols, based on models from other 
organizations, to improve diversity recruitment.  At the meeting, each group member provided two goals 

                                                           
2 Special thanks to Brady for updating the template for Gotham Board Meeting minutes.  These minutes are the first 
to make use of Brady’s template and comport with Gotham’s Brand Book. 
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each. It was important to hear about the experiences of various minority groups in Gotham and their 
feelings about what can be done to make Gotham more inclusive. 

c. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: Eric provided the Board with the draft reinstatement criteria 
provided to the Board by e-mail. As background, a former member is currently serving a suspension 
resulting from of four individuals, some members and some former members, alleging misconduct that 
involved sexual harassment, sexual assault, and abuse of power as a Gotham leader. The suspended 
member is eligible to apply for reinstatement in April. The criteria at issue are the ones on which the Board 
is going to base its reinstatement decision. The Board is in substantial agreement about the criteria, but 
there was still some disagreement about the role that the grievant should play in the process. Some Board 
members wanted to notify the grievants before the Board meets with the suspended member and allow the 
grievants to participate in that Board meeting as well.  Other Board members did not want to unnecessarily 
involve the grievants, and recommended advising the grievants only if the Board reaches a tentative 
decision to reinstate the suspended member.  Under this model, the Board would consider the grievants’ 
input at a subsequent meeting when it could finalize or overturn its preliminary decision.  After much 
discussion, Eric proposed to advise the grievants of the suspended member’s request for reinstatement at 
the time it is made.  As part of the notification, Eric will invite the grievants to provide feedback and decide 
whether they want to attend a meeting. Based on that feedback, the Board can fashion an appropriate 
procedure for how to run the meeting.  The Board supported that proposal. Motion to Approve the 
Proposed Reinstatement Criteria: By Eric Eichenholtz; Second: by Max Szadek.  Motion approved by 
unanimous voice vote. Jacob discussed the need for the Board to keep control over the process.  A Board 
member discussed an issue pertaining to the suspended member and was encouraged to document the issue 
(and any future issues).  

d. Webmaster/Website Update: John reported that we upgraded to PHP 5.6, which will allow our site to 
operate on better platforms.  John is also going to meet with Austin Joyner regarding assisting him with the 
website. 

e. Strategic Planning: Seth presented the Board with a draft request for proposal for a consultant specializing 
in strategic planning for non-profits.  Seth said that our former consultant, Sandra Houston, continues to 
provide him with extremely helpful guidance on a pro bono basis, and the RFP included her helpful 
suggestions. Seth said that once the Board approves the RFP, he will work with Sandra to circulate it to 
interested and qualified consultants.  Then, an interview committee will interview the candidates and 
recommend a candidate to the Board.  Seth intends to be on the committee, along with Eric, Erik, and 
Mike, and has asked for interested Board members to contact him.  Jacob has expressed interest and will 
also be on the committee.  Seth will follow up with the other past presidents to gauge their interest.  The 
Board approved the draft request for proposal and agreed that Seth can move forward in the process. 

 
VII. OLD BUSINESS 
 

a. Tryout Feedback Process: Eric reported that Erik is working to collect suggestions regarding revising our 
tryout process.  He has assembled a group of interested leaders working on the project.  If interested in 
participating, contact Erik.  The process will not necessarily be ready for the Spring season. Jacob asked 
that Erik designate experienced “captains” for each tryouts assignment to lead the group. Seth asked that 
there be some additional time for a required tryout orientation to make sure participants are all on the same 
page about procedure. 

b. Fall End of Season Tournaments: See Division Play Report. We had to deal with a lot of last minute 
facility issues, including CCNY being unavailable and Queens College only having six courts available 
instead of the usual 10.  PowerPlay’s End of Season Tournament will be held on January 17.  

c. Fall End of Season Party: The Party will be held on January 12 at 7 PM at Copacabana. Leah and Max 
will discuss a second party/awards ceremony for PowerPlay participants, as their season will not yet be 
over at the time of the party. 

d. Spring 2019 Tryouts: Tryout dates have been finalized.  The Division Play Leadership Group 
recommends, and the Board adopts, a new grouping of divisions for Spring tryouts.  Specifically, Divisions 
1 and 2 will have their tryouts on Thursday, January 10; Divisions 3, 4, and 5 on Saturday, January 12; 
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Divisions 6, 7 and 8 on Saturday, January 26; Divisions 9, 10, and possibly PowerPlay on Sunday, January 
27.  Leah is working on finalizing dates for all Power tryouts.   

 
VIII. NEW BUSINESS 
 

a. World Pride Partnership: Max spoke with the Board about ways he’d like Gotham to get involved with 
World Pride and Stonewall 50 (coming this June!)  Specifically, Max has been approached by both 
Heritage of Pride and an organization called Reclaim Pride.  Gotham will partner with Heritage of Pride.  
We brainstormed various ideas including a volleyball open court event on that weekend, where people 
visiting for World Pride can come play volleyball and interact with the membership.  We also discussed 
that we may need to create a new banner, as the old one is still missing. 

 
IX. ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Max [to e-mail announcement].  Jacob said that his brother wrote a show called The Other Josh Cohen that is 
now playing off Broadway, and it is a really funny 90 minute show.  Mike is going to Key West with Matthew. 
Joe is going on a vacation to Florida, which will include his virgin visit to Disney World. Dave said this was the 
first time calling into a meeting and wishes he was there to see everyone. Eric is going to Florida (with Seth as 
well) to visit his grandmother. 

 
X. ADJOURNMENT 
Motion to Adjourn: By Max Szadek; Second: by Jacob Rossmer. Motion approved by acclamation. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 9:40 PM. 
 
Next Meeting:  Leadership Meeting on January 8, 2019 at 295 Madison Avenue, Suite 1401 
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MEETING ATTENDANCE 
 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer P 

Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 

Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell P 

VP Division Play Patrick So A  Past President Alan Amechazurra A 

VP Training Leah Hughley A  Past President Josh Christensen A 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek P  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 

Director Dave Fredericks A  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro A 

 
A - Absent          P - Present          * Non-Voting          + Attended by Phone 

Leaders present: Alec Troxell, Rafael Figueroa, Eric Ma, Richard Dworkin, Pierce Vo, Brian Mateo, Erik Heitz, 
Brady Ginn, Bryan Hobgood, Ben Plantz, Henry Mui, Ron Medina, Albert Chan, Anthony Fontanello, Abishek SM, 
Joey Osio, Royce Bugarin, Sonia Parada, Clifton Wallace, Kyle Williams, Jonathan Cordero. 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER: 7:02pm by Eric Eichenholtz; Eric went over the guidelines and organization of the 

meeting. 
 

II. APPROVAL OF BOARD MEETING MINUTES  
December Board Meeting Minutes had not been finalized; they will be approved at the next meeting. 

 
III. FALL 2018 SEASON IN REVIEW & LEADERSHIP RECOGNITION: presented by Eric E 

a. Season in Review: incorporated leader responses to survey. This fall saw expanded programming (Team 
Power A, PowerPlay, Tournaments & Open Plays); innovations to the tryout process (wrist bands, one step 
check-in, Welcome Queen initiative); changing leader/member experiences (Brand Book initiative, practice 
balls, building community beyond volleyball); and improved governance and leadership outreach 
(Leadership meetings, Diversity & Inclusion working group). 

b. Fall 2018 Challenges: largest facility limitations in a decade (loss of Rustin Summer 2018, loss of 
Lab/O’Henry June 2018, Fire Island permit issue, August 2018 Rustin tryout cancellation, Fall 2018 EOS 
Tournaments limited space availability) ; transition and changes within Power program (sudden departure 
of Technical Director, immediate need for additional coaches); community challenges (turning away >200 
players from Division Play Fall 2018, dealing with broken window/noise complaint issues in Rustin 
neighborhood); internal communication challenges (particularly for emergencies and last minute changes). 

c. Leadership Recognition Fall 2018 
1. Joe Hemsing for being an amazing innovator. 
2. Leah Hughey for tackling lots of changes and challenges to the Power program in Fall 2018. 
3. Greg Rubin for leading the Fire Island Tournament and facing many challenges. 
4. Brady Ginn for leading the Brand Book Project as part of the Communications Committee. 
5. Andrew Dowdye for serving on all Leadership Groups and striking a good balance of keeping rules but 

also being laid back and fun. 
6. Royce Bugarin won Gotham Swag for the leader survey. 

d. Spring 2019 Goals: Get more involved with Committee/Working Groups (Diversity, Grievance, Sexual 
Harassment & Abuse); build on fall successes (increased OP’s, increased health & wellness programming); 
address fall challenges (better communication, advance planning, identify new gym space); increase 
communication with leaders and get to know leaders; junior leaders want to take on more, senior leaders 
want to delegate and teach; revise manuals and policies to educate leaders; no EOS Tournaments on 
Mother’s Day. 
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IV.  COMMUNICATION AND SUCCESSFUL LEADERSHIP: presented by Eric E. 

a. Communication: Challenges: not knowing who to talk to about each issue, overlapping responsibilities, 
leaders not always in same meetings. Communicating downstream (newsletters, leader-specific emails) and 
upstream (GLOD reports, scheduling@gothamvolleyball.org, communications@gothamvolleyball.org). 
Collaboration tools: administrative calendar, leadership wiki on website, leadership FaceBook group, 
Google group. Improving communication: full leadership meetings, president one-on-one meetings, 
electronic leadership updates, Admin calendar. Posed questions of what works well and why, how can 
communication be improved? 

b. Leadership: refresh on what makes a successful leader, using feedback from current leadership. Successful 
leadership: passionate about Gotham (but not overly so), collaborative, organized, motivated to make 
things better, proactive (asks questions and seeks opportunities), knowledgeable (particularly about our 
rules and policies), fair-minded. 

 
V. OFFICERS/LEADERSHIP GROUP CHAIR REPORTS 

a. President: report covered in the above. 
b. VP of Division Play: Royce delivered a report for Patrick. Division Play fall season ended fine without 

incident. After perhaps a rocky start at the beginning of the season, Patrick felt the GLODs did a very good 
job of managing the windows issue at Rustin.  Better all around internal (Gotham) communication, 
community management and working with the school have really helped address this situation so let’s 
continue the good work! Spring season is kicking off quickly: Captain Orientations already set for Mon 1/7 
and Tues 1/15. Tryout schedules are set.  With the robust amount of programming we’re accounting for 
now, we did make some revisions to the tryout schedule for at least this season. D1/2 trying out on 
weeknight for the first time in several years - Thursday (1/10). D3-5 will follow on Saturday 1/12 (will be 
the first time D3 is implementing the ‘skill-based’ format).  Traditionally the breakout for the first set of 
“skill-based tryouts” is D4-6 so we’ve adjusted the tryout format slightly to account for the 
anticipated/expected level of play. We’ve implemented several things to help move D3-5 tryouts along: 
using the cloud check-in/court assignment; slightly earlier start time; working on outline for on-deck 
hallway set up and in-gym format -- in order to get everything done expeditiously as possible (as the EOS 
is later that evening). Another key planning initiative for this season is to schedule the EOS away from 
Mother’s Day (which has been a question or issue in past years).  Right now we provisionally are planning 
for that (of course will depend ultimately on facility availability, which late season issues has impacted our 
scheduling in the past including just this past fall but for now we are trying to plan for that). 

c. VP of Training: Leah was unable to attend because of overlap with Power W. Sonia reported that it was a 
tough season but Leah made it work. Training was heavily impacted by the departure of our Technical 
Director, Jeff Lipton. There were also scheduling challenges and program expansions (e.g., PowerPlay) that 
needed a lot of attention.  

d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max summarized the goals of the committee: community focus, break 
barriers, change lives. Partnering with larger LGBT NYC community, such as SAGE, Callen-Lorde. 
Activism is part of our history, particularly focused on AIDS. Showcasing member stories, particularly 
with a wellness focus. Challenge: all volunteers on committee and participating in events, so it is tough to 
schedule new activities—approach is to piggy-back onto existing activities like Friendship Tournaments 
(FT) and Welcome Socials. Trying to focus on events not centered around bars, but it is often easiest to 
secure a bar as suitable event space for the size of our organization. Fall 2018 highlights: Drag FT, 
Ballapalooza, SAGE event. Focus on pride—celebrating the LGBTcommunity in what we do, at our 
events. KW asked are we considering getting more members involved in events, especially when planning 
Pride 2019 events; Max said probably, we are still in planning stages for later into 2019 (especially Pride). 
SP asked if we are doing a float for Pride 2019; answer is we budgeted for it, but are still discussing it. 
Possibility raised if we could use Rustin as part of our staging/ lineup area on Pride Sunday. 

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: Joe reported and provided statistics on attendance at the 
different OP’s from 2017 through 2018. OP—how to schedule them such that they do not conflict with 
each other or other programming and how to maximize how many can be scheduled. FTs: saw a decline in 
participation. Using a new “free agent” sign up where individuals can sign up and get assigned to a team by 
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the LG—they have positive feedback on it and plan to continue using it next season. Goal for T&OP is to 
collect data to gauge interest in an effort to maximize participation. Question raised on how many people 
get turned away and/or wait-listed each week: we can gather that data, Violet OP has the most people wait-
listed. Question raised on the interest level in mixer FTs: level is good, so more mixers planned for next 
season. Sonia reported the FT played on Women’s height net was successful and requested we plan for 
more. 

f. Secretary: Spring 2019 Tryout Process Changes EJ reported on tryout changes. New groupings for Spring 
2019: D1-2 on Jan 10 at Rustin; D3-5 together at Howe; D6-8 together at Rustin; D9-10, PP together at 
Rustin. Using member and leader feedback to make improvements to the tryout process. Updates to the 
tryout process include the complete elimination of the 2-step check in/ court assignment process, 
coordination of speeches to minimize duplication, adjustments for the new groupings (e.g., D3 will do 
skills with D4-5; ensuring D6 skills remain level appropriate since they are grouped with D7-8), assigning 
leader/captain roles to each leader job function so leaders helping run tryouts have someone to guide their 
roles & responsibilities; adding time for a leader orientation prior to starting tryouts such that everyone is 
on the same page as to what they should be doing; adding wrist bands to manage access to practice gym; 
initiated drafting written description of each tryout (e.g., DP, Power, etc., process and roles & 
responsibilities for leaders) for leader continuity, hope to make it easier for new leaders to take on different 
roles during tryouts. Request made the we cover the windows from the hallways to the tryout gym to 
prevent people peeking in during tryouts. 

g. Treasurer: Financial Update: Mike presented the balance sheet and profit/loss through Dec. 31, 2018 with 
comparison to Dec. 2017. We budgeted $110K deficit for strategic initiatives and expect to dip into our 
reserves for that. Largest income = dues; largest expenses = permits and security. Large school donation = 
scoreboard for Rustin. Finance committee: first meeting expected end January or into February. Committee 
activities will include reviewing the Dues Waiver Policy, 2020 fiscal year budget, and determining where is 
best place to keep our money considering FDIC limits on how much $ can be kept in individual accounts. 
Sam Carnicelli will audit Gotham’s finances, how they impact our transition from 501(c)7 to 501(c)3. Our 
tax returns need to be cleared before finalizing the 501(c)3 application, expected to be completed around 
March 2019. 

 
VI. COMMITTEE REPORTS 

a. Communications: Brand Book Project. Greg reviewed the efforts of the committee, the make-up and tasks 
of the subcommittees: Brand Book, Newsletter, Social Media. Stressed Gotham community and call for 
member spotlight articles. GLOD manual updated. Brand Book- Brady Ginn described his process, use of 
the logo, making documents look professional. Project is in process, still gathering feedback, still looking at 
what Gotham documents and communications should be re-formatted in conjunction with the branding. 
Reminder that we are transitioning the name of O’Henry to Lab School, will add that in our 
communications.  

b. Facilities & Operations: Facility Search Update. Lew reported on the importance of GLOD reports to 
keep F&O committee informed when supplies are needed and equipment needs replacing/fixing. Call for 
volunteers to serve as liaisons for each gym to help get supplies replenished quickly. Signs needed for the 
Rustin cage. Shelves to be installed in closet in Lab School over winter break. Cannot take anything for 
granted with our schools/facilities. Looking into new schools, starting with list of ~25 schools that Urban 
and Big City leagues use, need to know availability and who to contact—call for volunteers to help with 
this process. Suggestions: label reffing bags with checklist of what should be in bag and how many; mark 
the correct height on the new poles at Howe. New pins for Rustin poles should be in place by D1-2 tryouts 
Jan. 10. Question raised how did we do with our effort to only have water in the gyms, especially at Rustin: 
answer, no complaints received. 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: Kyle presented goal of committee is to pair teams with 
volunteer coaches. Not a lot of need in Fall 2018, may have more need for Spring 2019. 

d. Finance: Covered in Treasurer Report 
e. Grievance: Brian Mateo reported in Andre’s absence. For Fall 2018, no formal grievance complaints. Five 

matters referred to committee, all were able to be handled without a formal grievance. Committee 
processed refund requests for members who sustained season-ending injuries. 
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f. Elections & Nominations: One-on-One Meetings and Leadership Recruitment. Eric reported on 
committee responsibilities: run elections, make nominations for appointed positions. Spring 2019, there 
will be a push for leadership recruitment as all 3 LG VPs are up for appointment and members of all 
committees are up for appointment. We are considering a merit-based approach to summer captains that 
would be by appointment rather than volunteer. Plan to work with Diversity & Inclusion group on 
leadership nominations & new summer captain nomination process. 

 
VII. WORKING GROUP AND PROJECT UPDATES 

a. Diversity and Inclusion: Jacob reported the group has met twice, focus on a mission statement and goals 
of the group. Focus on increasing diversity, how to collect data regularly to determine how our organization 
is doing with diversity and inclusion. Current census data is from Fall 2017 and it is limited. Question 
asked when next census is planned and can we more regularly collect census data that would help track 
diversity among the members. Suggestion to look at images/optics on the website and in our 
communications (e.g. newsletter and logos for A&O events) to see if we can include more diverse 
members. Suggestion to include a vision statement that would allow us to better track our progress towards 
meeting our goals in defined time periods. 

b. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: Eric presented that this group has no chair yet but is active. 
Working on reinstatement issue for suspended member. New section added to the sportsmanship statement 
in our by-laws/rules. Focus on prevention, providing support, encouraging people to speak up. 

c. Webmaster/Website Update: John presented a history of the Gotham website-used to be hosted on 
“Geocities” platform; homepage was very dark in 2000. From 2003-2011, we had a new website with new 
logo. 2008-first live registration system. New design started in 2011- used WordPress for the back end. 
User directory added in 2013. For 2018: WordPress is mobile friendly, but registration system is not. 
Upgraded code to run on new servers. Next step: move to AWS or Google Cloud—separate WordPress 
content from registration so site won’t crash during drafts. Future updates: mobile-friendly registration; 
integrated payments, allow for payment history; text reminders of schedule; allow users to text their 
teammates. Working on managing Ads-users asked to take screenshots of unruly ads on the site and send to 
the webmaster. Question raised if revenue generated from Ads justifies their inconvenience: 1st we will see 
if we can minimize them; if still inconvenient we may remove them altogether.  

d. Strategic Planning: Seth presented overview of plans from the 2018 retreat. 6 workstreams: 1) facilities 
(solidify relationships with current facilities, look for new ones): implemented and ongoing; 2) player 
rating system: deprioritized, not sure how to pursue it; 3) Welcome Queen committee (outreach to welcome 
new members): partially implemented for Fall 2018, ongoing; 4) Full Leadership Meetings: partially 
implemented (June 2018, current meeting); 5) Full Membership Meeting: needs longer term to plan and 
implement, when and where to hold it; 6) Strategic Growth Plan: collect data from members and facility 
usage, needs more time. We are in the process of trying to hire a new professional facilitator (outside 
consultant) who we will pay to assist us with strategic growth: Seth working on Request For Proposals to 
solicit from potential consultants (plan to have proposals in hand by end February; hope to have hired 
someone by April/May. Role includes: participate/facilitate retreats, participate in leadership meetings 
throughout the year, help resolve conflict. 

 
VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS/ Q&A 

 Practice balls—members think there are not enough. We will label the new balls obtained thanks to 
Ballapolooza so members see where the $ went. Old Power balls being phased out of Power, turning into 
more practice balls. 

 Members want a breakdown of where our dues go: leadership can prepare that. Mostly goes to EOS party, 
then facilities, then tournaments. 

 Suggestion to preserve vote results of divisions when putting a merit-based system in place for summer 
captain appointments. 

 Meeting minutes from December 2018 still need to be approved at a later date. 
 
IX. ADJOURNMENT: Eric adjourned the meeting at 9:45pm. 
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X. ACRONYMS 
A&O: Activities & Outreach  
AWS: Amazon Web Services (cloud computing platform) 
D&I: Diversity & Inclusion 
DP: Division Play 
E&N: Elections & Nominations 
F&O: Facilities & Operations 
FT: Friendship Tournament 
GLOD: Gotham Leader On Duty 
OP: Open Play 
PP: PowerPlay 
T&OP: Tournaments & Open Plays 
TBD: to be determined 
VP: vice-president 
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MEETING ATTENDANCE 
 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer P 

Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 

Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell P 

VP Division Play Patrick So P  Past President Alan Amechazurra P 

VP Training Leah Hughley P+  Past President Josh Christensen P 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek P+  Past President Seth Eichenholtz A 

Director Dave Fredericks P+  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing P+  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro A 

 
A - Absent          P - Present          * Non-Voting          + Attended by Phone 

 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER: 7:18pm by Eric  

 
II. APPROVAL OF BOARD MEETING MINUTES: Dec 2018 and Jan 28, 2019 (ad hoc) meetings. 
Motion to Accept: John Wetsell; Second: Greg Rubin, no discussion, 3 abstained, all remaining voted in favor of 
approval. Minutes approved.  

 
III. PUBLIC COMMENT: none 

 
IV. OFFICERS/LEADERSHIP GROUP CHAIR REPORTS 

a. President: Request to enter Executive Session. Motion to enter Exec. Session: Mike H., second: Lew S. 
Entered Exec. Session 7:33pm. Motion to end Exec. Session: Erik J., second: Dave F. Ended Exec. Session 
7:40pm. Eric continuing his 1:1 meetings with leaders, finished A&O and T&OP Committees, moving onto 
DP Reps and Power Reps. Many members appreciate these meetings.  

b. VP of Division Play: Patrick reported DP season is underway. He refreshed the lines at Howe. 
c. VP of Training: Leah reported by phone from Power W class. She is happy tryouts are completed. 

PowerPlay (PP) accepted 80 people. 17 people were dropped- some by their own schedule conflicts, some 
who did not pay by the deadline. PP: 8 teams w/ 10 per team. Leah finalizing the last volunteer coach 
position, confirming the new PP Rep (previous rep moved to Power E). Power W: accepted ~28 players, 
first class Feb 12, allowing some players to tryout at first class (missed Feb 5 tryout). Asked Power coaches 
to allow 30 players per class—many players don’t show each week, plus did receive positive feedback with 
class sizes. Coach and Rep meeting held Feb. 3 prior to Power A-E/ PP tryouts; will have another meeting 
mid-season: discussed length of the season (may switch from 12 to 10 week season); discussed format of 
PP, e.g., may have 2 training-only classes and then 10 with competition; discussed how to give more 
individual player feedback. Power balls: more were inflated & distributed; Lew offered to order more if 
needed, Leah agreed it was a good idea. GLODs need to be more diligent about checking and reporting ice 
packs so we have them on hand when injuries occur. New Team Power A and BB Reps, will need to update 
their names on the website when PP Rep confirmed. 

d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max reported. The Welcome Social is Feb. 26, Trans & Allies FT in 
March—will start promoting. Still working on planning for the bake-off, AIDS walk. We received good 
feedback on the Blind Date Mixer Tournament, people appreciate the spotlight of member stories at these 
FTs . Patrick S. asked if we had a sponsor for that tournament—no, but we had prizes donated by a 
member’s company.  

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: Joe reported more on the Blind Date Mixer 
Tournament—pairing went well, used cute Valentine’s cards to announce the partners; few latecomers and 
no-shows led to some hitches with pairs, but the leaders were able to correct them; players seemed to enjoy 
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the tournament; all levels of play included. Planning Trans & Allies FT for end of March: have 3 people on 
board to be captains, need to get a few more captains. Leah has request a PP FT for players and will ask 
coaches to be there. Sonia is looking into scheduling another Women’s net height FT, possibly end of 
March. For OP’s: finalizing the schedule; no consensus in what levels should be on which nights of the 
week, thinking it is most fair to rotate them (except no Orange on Wednesdays, because that is when they 
play in DP). We just need to be clear what OP’s will be on which nights in advance so players can plan: 
Greg offered to assist with the communication on the scheduling. FTs: going to repeat the single player 
sign up, will put it on the website for players to register there. Next T&OP meeting scheduled for Feb. 19. 

f. Secretary: Erik J. reported that the Jan. 8 full leader meeting minutes need to be finalized and will be 
approved at a future meeting. 

g. Treasurer: Mike H. distributed the balance and profit/loss sheets. We are in good shape financially, up 
from last year (probably because more OP’s and FT’s than last year). Money is available for the AIDS 
Walk team. Many expenses were paid this week and will reflect in the Feb 2019 statement. Withholding 
taxes for paid positions—still needs to be straightened out going back to 2016, 2017 taxes. 1099’s went out 
on Jan 31. We are ahead in dues compared to last year because our season started earlier this year than last. 

 
V. COMMITTEE REPORTS 

a. Communications: Greg reported the Brand Book project is continuing. Also, the committee is preparing 
one-sheet guides, starting with one for GLODs. Plan to meet in person possibly early March. Newsletters 
going well, plenty of content. We have 3 member profiles in hand and ready to be put in newsletters when 
there is available space. Team Power B Rep request to put copies of old newsletters on website, question of 
how to nest the links—doing that may require weekly updates to the archived newsletters. 

b. Facilities & Operations: Lew reported the committee is going through the list of schools used by other 
organizations as possible facilities for us to use: start on west side, then look at east side, then possibly 
expand to other boroughs or Jersey City. Richard Dworkin on the committee reached out to NYC Council 
Speaker Corey Johnson’s office to state we are looking for space asking if they will let us know if they 
know of new schools opening and put in a good word for us. Richard also obtained a list of new schools 
that have opened in the last few years—would require cold calling these schools (list does not even indicate 
if each school has a gym). No meeting with Beacon yet—we would want to start using it this season to get 
our foot in the door. Eric will follow up offline with Leah and Lew about Beacon. Riverside Park with 
indoor space needs follow up as well—has limited availability. Joe had a question about the status of the 
poles at Howe and whether or not Urban is using our equipment. Our agreement at Lab School stipulates 
the school could use our equipment, so we have precedent with that for Howe as well. Urban: people have 
seen a scoreboard in the locker room but no other equipment: if it is volleyball, they must be using our 
equipment. Propose locking net in Power ball cart. Investigation needed into Urban: some poking online 
turned up that it is Urban basketball, not volleyball, using Howe, so it should not be an issue. Sleeves that 
hold poles: Lew asked if they slide out because we could just order more. Or we can tell the school we will 
order new ones and let them replace them. Lab School: plan to measure closet so we can order equipment 
and have school install shelves in our closet during winter break. 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: Eric reported: for Spring 2019, only 3 people volunteered to 
coach, some pairings made. Need to figure out how to get more volunteer coaches—propose adding a 
question to the survey (tryout feedback or EOS surveys) or something on registration page asking if people 
are interested in coaching. 

d. Grievance: Eric reported on the member reinstatement issue: email sent to Board with member responses. 
Erik J. suggested we ask who the guest would be that the member asked about bringing to the Board 
discussion on reinstatement. Q: do we add this discussion to a regular Board meeting agenda or do we 
schedule a separate meeting with the suspended member? A: Consider how many other agenda items for 
regular Board meeting to determine when/how to schedule discussion of reinstatement. Suggestion made to 
limit the amount of time the suspended member gets to present and how much time is allowed for Board 
discussion: would require Board votes to extend times if needed. Board does not have to reach a decision 
the same night as the member presentation. Our meetings are open to the public, not just our members. We 
could close the meeting to all but our members. Decision on notifying (or asking for input) the other 
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members involved in the Grievance complaint will be partly based on the presentation by the suspended 
member. 

e. Finance: no report, no meeting yet. 
f. Elections & Nominations: Eric reported meeting planned for late Feb to plan for leadership recruitment—

this is a heavy year for appointed positions (3VPs, all LG’s, Grievance Chair). Propose E&N and D&I 
groups work together to appoint summer captains (need DPLG approval of this process). Based on tryouts 
feedback, how to elevate members who might make good captains, but who are not popular enough to get 
votes, as an alternative to captain term limits. Need to create job vacancy notices to hire a part time 
administrator and the new Power Technical Director. Admin position would involve doing administrative 
tasks, dropping by the gyms, and visiting the schools (suggested would only be part time, not full time 
administrator). We have never had an employee before, so we will need to be mindful of how to do payroll. 
Would be nice to have position filled by June 1, beginning of fiscal year. Q: who would be the direct 
manager of the administrator? A: report directly to the president or a small personnel committee. Need 
someone to sign time sheets, do performance appraisals. Eric will consult with Joe Mignano on putting HR 
steps in place for a part time employee. 

 
VI. WORKING GROUP AND PROJECT UPDATES 

a. Census: no report. 
b. Diversity and Inclusion: Jacob reported there was a meeting the previous week. Group discussed 

finalizing the mission statement and goals. Goals include increasing the # of under-represented groups in 
our programming and making sure they have good experiences; how to regularly collect census data. D&I 
will officially sponsor the Trans & Allies FT with discussion panel featuring Gotham members. 

c. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: still need a leader for this group. 
d. Webmaster/Website Update: John reported the site is on AWS, working on getting email feature working 

on AWS. Propose doing testing of functionality of the features: maybe we can test it for summer season. 
Focus on how to restructure the URL. Question on how to handle billing—there have been some small 
bills; we are on the free tier, so our bills will likely be small. There is a tech service that gives $2000 credits 
to 501(c)3 organizations for using AWS—we can apply for that credit once we have transitioned to 501(c)3 
status. 

e. Strategic Growth: no report. 
f. Strategic Planning: Eric updated on search for new consultant/facilitator: we were solicited proposals; we 

were recommended to consider the head of Big City Volleyball as a strategic consultant, we have not 
received a proposal from him. 

g. Historian: Josh reported he bought a slide digitizer to convert old slides to digital images. Danny Stall 
working on an article about Gotham history; digitizing slides so images could be included in article. Article 
is complete, photo editor deciding on which photos to use. Josh not sure where it is being published: some 
website with “Story” in the title. Josh has not read the article yet, but Mike H. suggested we could print the 
article and have bound copies made: could distribute at tryouts, have a fundraiser and sell copies.  

 
VII. OLD BUSINESS 

a. Spring 2019 Tryout Review: Eric reported we are planning for 2 in-person meetings—one feedback 
session and a planning & implementation session. We will continue to discuss them offline. Tryout 
feedback data from 2019 and 2017 circulated via email, with Eric’s summary and take-away messages. 
Propose expanding DP, starting with summer 2019. Discussion: Mike H. asked if we could remove passing 
drills from D3-6 tryouts to give more time to waves drill. Greg R. suggested that depends on practice space 
availability such that players can do warm up passing before entering the tryout gym. John W. asked if we 
can better assess players’ familiarity with stacking during the waves drills. Max suggested running some of 
the drills, especially waves, in the practice gym to give players familiarity with the drills. Many players get 
few touches on ball during waves, especially in D3-5, so the other drills are important. Jacob R. 
recommended a focus on how to communicate ahead of tryouts what the skill expectations are for each 
level, so players, particularly new 99xxx’s, are oriented ahead of the tryouts and attend the correct tryout 
sessions. Eric E. suggested we print all our website info about Division Play and edit the content to be 
consistent across different pages and to make sure we are current in our info (e.g., our website says if you 
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are new to volleyball, start at D7 and below). Of particular interest is to re-work our messaging for new 
members—there is no “ideal” division for them because of not enough space (e.g., few years ago, D10 had 
a higher % of 99xxx’s drafted than currently). PP is currently the best option. Having more space should 
ease the pressure of players not getting picked and/or returning players being dropped: historically that has 
been the case when adding space. There is concern of shifting our reputation from being inclusive to being 
exclusive and that players will look for other options outside our league). Issue was raised on how to 
expand our DP in the middle of the current divisions without appearing to “demote” players by lowering 
division numbers below the added divisions. Josh proposed expanding our current divisions (especially D5-
8) to 12 (or more) teams: that brings up the issue of whether our website can accommodate expansion of 
existing divisions to >8 teams. We could insert a new division and just renumber all divisions, gives us an 
opportunity to distinguish weeknight vs. weekend divisions differently than the current D1-10 scheme 
(where skill levels do not always match intended Division #s). New questions on tryout feedback survey 
were added over previous survey: 1) how has the tryout process changed in the last 2 years? (Overall, 
players indicated tryout process improved) and 2) were you told not to attend tryouts? (211 said “no” and 
only 8 said “yes”). Desire to change captain behaviors: focus on rewarding/incentivizing good behavior 
instead of trying to isolate and “punish” unwanted behaviors (can’t always prove/catch them). 
Learned/modeled captain behaviors—current and longtime captains set tone for new captains. Include 
negative feedback from surveys in captain orientations, let captains know we are looking for shady 
behavior. Max pointed out that it was nice to also see so much positive feedback on the tryout process.  

b. Website Ads Update: John W. and Greg R. reported many members are upset about the ads on the 
website. An email was sent to Grievance Officer about Papa John’s ad—we don’t have control of content 
because ads are usually based on a person’s search history/online activity. Revenue from ads: if we reduce 
ads by 50%, we only lose 4% of revenue; reduce by 75%, we lose 16% of revenue. Income from ads: about 
$300-500 per year since 2014. Ads seem to be more intrusive on mobile devices—can we minimize them/ 
reduce their number on mobile devices? Takes a lot of manpower to choose the content of ads, AdSense 
chooses from a pool of advertisers. Suggest we reduce # of ads (by 50%) and size on mobile devices for 3 
months and assess impact to budget and user experience. 

 
 

VIII. NEW BUSINESS: none 
 

IX. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 Josh’s dad passed away and he thanked Gotham for the gift; it meant a lot to his family, especially his 

mom. 
 Lew enjoyed Vegas and is looking forward to St. Louis, spending time with Josh. 
 Mike is pre-planning to open his FIP house; Andrew Rannells interested in renting it. 
 John recently celebrated his 10-year anniversary with Patrick. 
 Max registered the Gotham AIDS Walk team. 
 Eric thanked everyone for an efficient meeting and is happy to be back in D8 this season. 

 
X. ADJOURNMENT: Motion to Adjourn: Josh C., second: Lew S.; no discussion, meeting adjourned 9:24pm; 

next meeting: Tuesday, March 12; Location TBD. 
 
XI. ACRONYMS 
A&O: Activities & Outreach  
AWS: Amazon Web Services (cloud computing platform) 
D&I: Diversity & Inclusion 
DP: Division Play 
E&N: Elections & Nominations 
F&O: Facilities & Operations 
FIP: Fire Island Pines 
FT: Friendship Tournament 
GLOD: Gotham Leader On Duty 
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OP: Open Play 
PP: PowerPlay 
T&OP: Tournaments & Open Plays 
TBD: to be determined 
VP: vice-president 
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MEETING ATTENDANCE 
 

President Eric Eichenholtz P  Director Jacob Rossmer A 

Secretary Erik Johnson P  Director Greg Rubin P 

Treasurer Mike Hess P  Director John Wetsell A 

VP Division Play Patrick So A  Past President Alan Amechazurra P 

VP Training Leah Hughley A  Past President Josh Christensen P 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek P  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 

Director Dave Fredericks P  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro P 
 
A - Absent          P - Present          * Non-Voting          + Attended by Phone 

 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER: 7:31pm by Eric E. 

II. APPROVAL OF BOARD MEETING MINUTES: Jan. 8, 2019 and Feb. 12, 2019 minutes. 
Motion to Accept: Greg R.; Second: Seth E., no discussion, no votes against or abstentions, approved by 
acclamation. 

III. MEMBER REINSTATEMENT APPLICATION 

Gotham member who was suspended in Spring 2018 following a Grievance Committee decision was present to 
apply for membership reinstatement. The suspended member will hereafter be referred to as “respondent” and the 
members involved in the grievance will be referred to as “grievants.” Eric reminded the Board of the process for 
reinstatement as aligned with Grievance Committee and Board decision one year ago: objective criteria were laid 
out for reinstatement, including a written application which respondent supplied and was circulated to the Board. 
Respondent was given the opportunity to address the Board for up to 15 minutes followed by questions by Board 
members (45 minutes total). Times can be extended by a vote. Each Board member was initially given 1 question 
with up to 2 follow up questions. Respondent will be allowed to make a final statement. Respondent will then be 
excused, the Board will enter executive session, and one of the following outcomes is expected: 1) vote to reinstate, 
2) vote not to reinstate, or 3) Board needs more information before voting one way or another. If option 2 or 3, 
Board will provide written statement to respondent explaining the outcome. Board was reminded to consider the 
seriousness of the Grievance issues that led to suspension as well as the respondent’s longtime membership in 
Gotham and his contributions to the league. Eric expressed his appreciation to respondent for his full participation 
and respect for the reinstatement application process. 

Respondent statement: 
Respondent expressed his appreciation to Board members for making the process efficient. He acknowledged the 
situation is serious and not an easy one to talk about/think about. He expressed his regret of how he made the 
grievants feel, despite disagreeing with their assessments/recollections of the incidents in question. He knows them, 
likes them, never wanted to make them feel bad, feels horrible for breaching their trust. Respondent intimated that 
personal issues that impacted his life a year ago have also impacted his thinking about this Grievance matter. He 
expressed his sadness and remorse for the way he made the grievants feel and a desire for reconciliation. 

Responses to Board questions:  
Respondent indicated his thinking about the situation has changed since the original Grievance Committee meeting, 
that the arguments made at the time regarding the details of the Grievance filed against him and the applicability of 
the Sexual Harrassment and Anti-Violence Policy (SAVP) to the situation were no longer at the forefront of his 
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thinking. He indicated that his own behavior does not live up to his expectations and he regrets making the grievants 
feel bad. Respondent agrees people should feel safe at official Gotham events as well as with Gotham members in 
social situations that are not official Gotham events. Respondent expressed his desire to be more careful of his 
behavior, to be more respectful of members, and that Gotham members in social settings may be at very different 
places in their lives. Respondent is looking at steps he can take to correct his behavior. Respondent also wondered 
why the grievants did not feel comfortable approaching him directly and is introspective about how approachable of 
a person he is. Respondent provided some additional clarification on the written reinstatement application submitted 
to the Board, regarding how he believes his personal and professional experiences over the last year have had a 
positive impact on his thinking about this situation. Respondent also suggested Gotham could take additional steps 
to support members in feeling comfortable in social situations after official events at our gyms end, and he expressed 
his desire to lend support to such an initiative. With regard to returning to the league, respondent stated he has 
received support from his friends, that he would like a chance to hear from and attempt reconciliation with the 
grievants (although he does not expect it, understands it is up to the grievants), and that he has considered, and is 
prepared to deal with, the possibility that some members may not welcome him back to the league. 
 
Final words from respondent: he expressed his desire to return to league, to play volleyball with friends again; he is 
hyper-aware of his behavior. 
 
Board thanked respondent, excused him, took 2 minute break. Motion to enter executive session: Eric E., second by 
Mike H. Entered executive session 8:33pm. Motion to leave executive session: Eric E., second by Alan A. Executive 
Session ended 9:45pm. 

IV. OTHER BUSINESS: due to time constraints on the space we rented, the rest of the agenda was abbreviated to 
important issues. 
a. Treasurer: Mike H. reminded the Board that 2020 budget planning is around the corner so we should 

submit any items for the budget to him as soon as possible. Eric reminded the Board that Sam Carnicelli is 
performing an audit and Eric and/or Mike will reach out to those involved with the finances who will need 
to speak to Sam as part of the audit.  

b. Strategic Planning: Seth E. updated the Board regarding the search for a new strategic planning 
consultant. Committee received 4 proposals, agreed to interview 2 of the consultants. Committee will speak 
to Sandra to get some recommendations from her when interviewing and deciding on who to hire. Since 
both interviews may not be completed by the next Board meeting, Seth recommended that the committee 
will make its recommendation on who to hire to the Board via email. 

c. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max reported that we are partnering with World Pride: we are getting space 
in their brochures and upcoming outreach materials. Deadline for inclusion coming quickly, so Max 
recommended using a generic Gotham logo with our mission statement to get the word out of who we are. 
Emails received about suicide prevention—spoke to members about doing something annually. September 
is suicide prevention month, so recommend doing something annually in Sept rather than planning another 
event sooner. Eric E. thanked leaders (especially Greg R., Max S., Andrew D., and Anthony F.) for their 
efforts in planning the memorials for Kyle H. Memorials focused in Divisions 7-8 because Kyle played in 
those Divisions. Brochures with mental health/suicide prevention resources were distributed at the 
memorials. Question raised regarding World Pride—did we find the Gotham banner? Eric said we never 
found it after last year so we need to order one. We did not receive a permit for a float in the parade—we 
are on the waiting list (limited number of float permits) but we do have a permit for a large vehicle. We 
budgeted for a float so we may come in under budget. 

V. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Max: The Bake Off will be held March 13; Trans & Allies Tournament 3/24 
Mike: the 2016 taxes are done! 
Seth: going on a gay cruise in August 
Greg: Bell Pepper debuting at Rock Bar tonight! 
Lew: appreciative of all of us for all that we do, especially after meetings like this. 
Andre: playing in Vancouver for first time in a few weeks, Lew will be there 
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Erik: got engaged to Sanford! But no wedding plans yet. Mike Hess yawned because he already knew. 
Eric: thanked the Board for being respectful of our member applying for reinstatement, thanked us for how we 
handled the meeting tonight. 

VI. ADJOURNMENT 
Motion to Adjourn: Josh C.; second: Lew S.; no discussion, all in favor, meeting adjourned 9:55pm; next meeting: 
April 2, 2019; Location TBD. 
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MEETING ATTENDANCE 

 

President Eric Eichenholtz  P  Director Jacob Rossmer P 

Secretary Erik Johnson  A  Director Greg Rubin A 

Treasurer Mike Hess  P  Director John Wetsell P 

VP Division Play Patrick So  P  Past President Alan Amechazurra A 

VP Training Leah Hughley P  Past President Josh Christensen A 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek A  Past President Seth Eichenholtz P 

Director Dave Fredericks P  Past President Lew Smith P 

Director Joe Hemsing P  Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro P 

 

A - Absent          P - Present          * Non-Voting          + Attended by Phone 

 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER 

Eric called the meeting to order at 7:34 PM.1 

 

II. APPROVAL OF BOARD MEETING MINUTES  

Motion to Accept Minutes from the March 2019 Meeting (Made by Jacob Rossmer, Seconded by Dave Fredericks) -

- approved without objection. 

 

III. PUBLIC COMMENT 

None.  

 

IV. OFFICERS/LEADERSHIP GROUP CHAIR REPORTS 

a. President: Eric said  he will cover all of his updates at other points in the agenda. 

b. VP of Division Play:  

i. Discussed addition of 11th division, the DPLG wants to figure out where to insert in a 

new division 

ii. The DPLG has been debating reducing the Spring and Fall seasons to 10 weeks to ease 

scheduling issues.  Discussions are continuing. 

iii. Patrick asked DPLG to consider changing the pairings of Saturday divisions to allow for 

coaches to more easily go from matches to coaching.  Patrick suggested pairing 5/8, 6/10, 

7/9.  We discussed the historical context.  Patrick will reach out to John Rappaport to see 

if that works for reffing. 

iv. The DPLG is also re-thinking the naming convention of the divisions.  The discussions 

are preliminary and the DPLG decided to leave it as is for now, especially if we are going 

to be adding a new division next season. 

v. Summer League 2019 – There will be four 6-team divisions this summer, covering skill 

levels ranging from Division 7 through PowerPlay.  Matches will be held at the Lab (O. 

Henry) School on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday nights.  We will also be 

selecting captains through a new rating process, rather than the first come, first served 

style of previous seasons.  We believe this will allow us to reward captains and members 

who put in the effort to know our rules and create a sense of community. 

vi. Rescheduling – DPLG is still working on rescheduling several matchs from this season.  

vii. There was an issue with a player who did not show up until the second to last week of the 

season.  He did not pay, but because he did not play, there is no consequence.  The Board 

                                                           
1 Seth Eichenholtz was appointed to take these minutes in Erik Johnson’s absence. 
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engaged in a discussion of how to handle that situation.  Patrick said he will discuss 

further. 

c. VP of Training:  

i. Power Restructure for Fall 2019 – The Training Leadership Group met on March 31 and 

voted unanimously to switch all Power classes from a 12 week season to a 10 week 

season to avoid a lot of the scheduling kerfuffles that we deal with on a regular basis.  

The TLG recommends reducing the price of Power classes from $250 per season to $230 

per season.  We will be able to make up some of this lost revenue by holding Open Plays 

in the unused weeks.  PowerPlay would be to remain 12 week, but with a 2 week 

orientation and 10 week season, and team draft would be during the 2 week orientation to 

make even teams and also give them the foundation for playing.  This would remove 

PowerPlay from the Division Play tryouts and registration will open for PP after all of 

division play and Power A-E.   

ii. Summer plans for Power – In the space we have at Howe in June, the TLG would like to 

hold clinics on Mondays and Wednesdays, with 4 different topics (Libero, Outside Hitter, 

Setter, and Setter Middle). Monday would be higher level and Wednesday would be 

lower level.  Then, the plan for July and August is to have an 8 week Summer Power on 

Monday at Rustin both levels (B & C in one class, D & E in another). 

iii. Request to hire Troy Riddle as Power Coach – Leah requests that the Board allow Troy 

Riddle to serve as an independent contractor in the Power program.  She discussed his 

qualifications and the Board discussed the merits of the hiring.  Motion (Made by Leah 

Hughey, Seconded by Lew Smith) – Hire Troy Riddle as Power Coach – passes by a 

vote of 10-0. 

iv. Dues Waiver Transfer Request for Zack Voijt – Zack was unable to participate in play 

because of an injury, but is still doing the work as Power Rep, so Leah asked for the dues 

waiver to be transferred to a season when he can play.  Motion (Made by Leah Hughey, 

Seconded by Mike Hess) – Transfer Zack Voijt’s Dues Waiver – passes by a vote of 

10-0. 

v. Dues Waiver Clarification for Assistant Coach Andre Carneiro – Leah asked that Andre 

Carneiro get a 2nd dues waiver because he participates in multiple programs and serves as 

Grievance Officer and as a dues-waiver eligible Assistant Coach in Team Power.  

Motion (Made by Leah Hughey, Seconded by Patrick So) – Permit Andre Carneiro 

to get a second waiver for his work as an Assistant Coach in PowerPlay – passes by 

a vote of 10-0.  (Andre did not take part in this portion of the meeting.)  

vi. Finally, Leah Reported that the Training Leadership Group will be taking surveys to 

assess changes that can be made to the individual Power classes moving forward. 

d. VP of Activities & Outreach:  

i. Spring 2019 EOS Party – The EOS Party will be held on May 18 at Copacabana. 

e. Tournaments & Open Play: Presented by T&OP Leadership Group Chair Joe Hemsing 

i. Trans and Allies tournament – The Tournament was a huge success.  We had 5 teams 

sign up, and combined it with a Paper Tournament.  The informative presentation by 

Onri, Selena, and Maya, had more than 10 people come in just to watch the presentation.  

Feedback was very positive 

ii. Women’s Tournament – The Women’s Tournament was also successful.  

iii. PowerPlay open play – We started to hold Saturday morning open play sessions for 

PowerPlay participants, with volunteer leaders helping the team.  Both sessions sold out 

with a waitlist. PowerPlay members really enjoyed it and want more sessions.  Joe 

thanked the leaders who gave the time to help coach the teams, which was also really 

appreciated by the PowerPlay participants. 

iv. Joe reported that at his last Tournaments and Open Play LG meeting, each member was 

asked to get a piece of feedback and discuss it at the next meeting.  They received a lot of 

interesting feedback and had some strong discussions. 
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v. World Pride – working with Activities and Outreach to set up open plays on the 

Saturday before the pride march and Dave agreed to reach out to other volleyball groups 

to set up 3 hour blocks for various groups.   

vi. Gotham Cares Mixer – Sold out with 48 people signed up, and guest speaker is a 

representative from World Pride, who will do a little presentation.   

vii. Beat the Board Tournament – The idea to have Board teams play member teams might 

have to be delayed because of scheduling issues. 

viii. Higher level Spring Fling idea – Alec Troxell will be doing higher level Spring Fling in 

the fall.  Seth said that he was concerned because the reason we do Spring Fling was 

because there is no NAGVA at the C-Level, but higher level teams have NAGVA 

tournaments.  He was worried about draining resources, conflicting with existing events 

like Division play, in a situation where we have NAGVA tournaments already serving the 

need for members.  Lew expressed worry about conflicting with existing tournaments and 

offerings.  Andre said he’d love to help make it happen.  Andre said he believes that 

Alec’s vision is for a tournament that is more of a competition with VBLI or a Rock 

friendship tournament, not as elaborate as a NAGVA tournament. 

f. Treasurer:  

i. Fiscal Year 2020 Budget Initial Feedback – Mike explained draft FY2020 budget, 

incorporated to these minutes by reference.  Lew asked to increase the End of Season 

party budget to $100,000.  Eric invited Board members to provide feedback over the 

course of the next month. 

 

V. COMMITTEE REPORTS 

a. Communications: No report. 

b. Facilities & Operations: Lew – The Committee will meet after this meeting to talk about summer/fall 

permits.  The Board discussed various potential venues for our organization that we are developing, as well 

as some logistical and facility issues for the Committee’s review. 

c. Grievance – Andre reported that a player had knee surgery as a result of an injury during play.  The player 

was removed from the team roster. Details were submitted to the Board by e-mail.  The Grievance 

Committee unanimously recommended a pro rata refund of dues.  Motion (Made by Eric Eichenholtz, 

Seconded by Jacob Rossmer) – to adopt the Grievance Committee’s recommendation regarding the 

injury discussed over e-mail – passes by a vote of 10-0.  In a second case, a player in Division 6 broke 

his hand during play, sent the committee documentation about the injury.  The Grievance Committee 

unanimously recommends a pro rata refund of dues.   Motion (Made by Eric Eichenholtz, Seconded by 

Leah Hughey) – to adopt the Grievance Committee’s recommendation regarding the player in 

Division 6 – passes by a vote of 10-0.  Andre reported that Eric made two sportsmanship referrals to the 

Committee, and they are currently investigating.  The Board discussed the details of these two referrals.  

Lew Smith is designated as the Board’s representative to the Committee regarding these issues.  

d. Elections & Nominations: Eric reviewed the Committee’s proposed elections calendar.  Eric also advised 

the Board that the Committee will be trying an instant runoff voting process for the Director election, in the 

event a candidate does not make the 45% threshold on the ballot.   

 

VI. WORKING GROUP AND PROJECT UPDATES 

a. Diversity and Inclusion: Jacob reported that they last met in March, got a player from Power W – Susan 

Panzer – to participate in the group.  During this meeting, the group shored up its mission statement and 

two main goals.  One of the things they want to do is add questions to EOS surveys about inclusiveness of 

teams.  They also want to have a captains only survey about these issues.    

b. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: Leah asked the Board to consider ways to push out our 

message on our policies on these issues. 

c. Webmaster/Website Update: John is working to get the site onto AMAZON and is still working on it. 

d. Strategic Planning: After a search process, which included four responses to our request for proposal, two 

finalists who were interviewed, the Strategic Planning Search Committee recommends hiring Pat Richter of 

PRQuickHelp as a strategic planning consultant.  Details about Pat’s rates and other information 
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incorporated to these minutes by reference, and are included in Pat’s proposal that the Committee 

recommends the Board adopt.  Pat’s rates were the most reasonable, but Pat was, by far, also the strongest 

candidate.  She had taken the time to research and know our organization before the interview, whichwas 

unique to her.  Her rates are affordable for Gotham.  Motion (Made by Seth Eichenholtz, Seconded by 

Mike Hess) – authorize Eric to enter into an agreement with Pat Richter of PRQuickHelp to retain 

her as a consultant – passed by a vote of 10-0.   

 

VII. OLD BUSINESS 

a. Member Reinstatement Request (deferred from March Meeting) – We continue to review the application to 

reinstate a member on suspension because of multiple violations of our Sportsmanship and Anti-Violence 

Policies.  Eric updated board on some e-mail correspondence with the respondent.  Max and Dave will 

meet (together) with the respondent to discuss the Board’s decision regarding his reinstatement and give 

guidance as to what he needs to do to obtain reinstatement.  While Leah was not at the prior meeting, she 

agrees with the sentiment of the Board, and found the written submission to be tone deaf and inappropriate. 

 

 Motion (Made by Eric Eichenholtz, Seconded by Dave Fredericks) – approve Respondent’s request 

for reinstatement to Gotham Volleyball – motion fails by a vote of 0-9-1.  By unanimous consent, the 

vote was conduced by roll call.  The results of the roll call vote are below: 

President Eric Eichenholtz  N  Director Jacob Rossmer A 

Secretary Erik Johnson  -  Director Greg Rubin - 

Treasurer Mike Hess  N  Director John Wetsell N 

VP Division Play Patrick So  N  Past President Alan Amechazurra - 

VP Training Leah Hughley N  Past President Josh Christensen - 

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek -  Past President Seth Eichenholtz N 

Director Dave Fredericks N  Past President Lew Smith N 

Director Joe Hemsing N     

 

Y-Yes          N - No          A - Abstain          - Not Present 
 

   
VIII. NEW BUSINESS 

a. Bylaw Amendment Proposal: Leadership Group Removal Provision – Eric proposed a bylaws amended to 

add a provision to have a process to remove members of Leadership Groups, which was inadvertently 

omitted from the Bylaws.  The proposed amendment is incorporated to these minutes by reference and will 

be published on the Gotham website.  Motion (Made by Eric Eichenholtz, Seconded by Seth 

Eichenholtz) – to approve the proposed Bylaws amendment and include it on the upcoming ballot for 

membership ratification – passed by a vote of 10-0.  
b. Bylaw Amendment Proposal: Vice President of Tournaments and Open Play – Eric proposed a bylaws 

amendment to create the position of Vice President of Tournaments and Open Play.  This will be a new 

Board role and will serve as chair of the Tournaments and Open Play Leadership Group.  Currently, that 

leadership group is under the Vice President of Activities and Outreach. Eric explained that, in practice as 

opposed to when the Bylaws were drafted, this is a huge role worthy of its own VP position, and that Eric 

treats the current chair as a VP for all intents and purposes anyway.  Eric acknowledged that this will create 

another appointed seat on the Board, which technically dilutes (somewhat) the elected roles, but that it is 

fairly insignificant and the responsibility is worthy of the additional role on the Board.  Motion (Made by 

Eric Eichenholtz, Seconded by Leah Hughey) – to approve the proposed Bylaws amendment and 

include it on the upcoming ballot for membership ratification – passed by a vote of 10-0. 

c. Bylaw Amendment Proposal: Election Runoff Threshold Reduction – Eric proposed a bylaws amendment 

requested by Greg Rubin, to reduce the threshold for winning a director’s position from 45% of the vote to 

40% of the vote.  Eric explained that in the last election, the runoff was a challenge and the threshold could 

be lowered without allowing a person who has little support to win a Board seat in a multi-candidate 
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election (the purpose of the threshold).  Motion (Made by Eric Eichenholtz, Seconded by Patrick So) – 

to approve the proposed Bylaws amendment and include it on the upcoming ballot for membership 

ratification – passed by a vote of 10-0.   

d. Membership Policy Amendment: Conveying Membership to Primary Team Power participants – Leah 

asked for Gotham to amend its Membership Policy to extend Gotham membership to Team Power 

participants who do not participate in other programming the same way membership is extended to 

individual Power and Division Play participants – that is, the membership fee is waived and if they already 

paid for membership, it is credited against their dues.  Eric explained that back when the Membership 

Policy was adopted, people could be easily added or dropped from a Team Power team without paying 

anything personally, so it was not considered the same investment or committee of individual Power or 

Division Play.  Leah said that Team Power now has more structure, set rosters, a registration process, so it 

is no longer open to anyone they bring.  Teams can use subs, but those subs would not be included in the 

membership.  Leah said she was opposed to excluding Team Power in the first instance and her 

understanding was that Team Power participants were given membership.  She had been proceeding under 

that assumption and, as a result, Team Power members’ expectations have been that they are entitled to 

Gotham membership. She said perhaps the minutes from the 2016 meetings saying otherwise might be 

wrong. Seth strongly objected to the suggestion the 2016 minutes are wrong, Seth and Lew both explained 

they had concerns in 2016, that the position that TP-only members would need to pay for membership was 

supported by the Board in 2016, and that position should have been supported. The Board discussed a 

workable structure, and that the structure is needed so everyone knows who gets membership and who is on 

a team. Josh said that he wanted a system in place to keep track of who is participating.  Seth said that he 

suggests that we rethink the policy after a system is put into place to track participants. Seth was opposed to 

any change at this point.  The Board discussed how the most impactful aspect of this is participation in the 

party.  In practice, Eric had added these individuals to the list in the past and Eric and Leah would like 

Board approval to do this again in the interim.  Motion (made by Leah Hughey, Seconded by Jacob 

Rossmer) – to permit Team Power participants who do not participate in any other Gotham activities 

to attend the End of Season Party without charge – passed by a vote of 6-2-0.  

 

IX. ANNOUNCEMENTS – Joe switched to Paul Mitchell shampoo, Lew didn’t clap once. 

 

X. ADJOURNMENT 

Motion to Adjourn (Made by John Wetsell, Seconded by Jacob Rossmer) – motion passed without objection. 

Meeting adjourned at 10:36 pm. 

 

XI. ACRONYMS 

A&O: Activities & Outreach  

AWS: Amazon Web Services (cloud computing platform) 

D&I: Diversity & Inclusion 

DP: Division Play 

E&N: Elections & Nominations 

F&O: Facilities & Operations 

FIP: Fire Island Pines 

FT: Friendship Tournament 

GLOD: Gotham Leader On Duty 

OP: Open Play 

PP: PowerPlay 

T&OP: Tournaments & Open Plays 

TBD: to be determined 

VP: Vice-President 
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MEETING ATTENDANCE 

 

President Eric Eichenholtz (P)   Director Jacob Rossmer  (P)  

Secretary Erik Johnson (A)   Director Greg Rubin (P)  

Treasurer Mike Hess (P)   Director John Wetsell (P)  

VP Division Play Patrick So (A)   Past President Alan Amechazurra (A)  

VP Training Leah Hughey (8:05pm)    Past President Josh Christensen (P)  

VP Activities/ Outreach Max Szadek (A)   Past President Seth Eichenholtz (A)  

Director Dave Fredericks (A)   Past President Lew Smith (P)  

Director Joe Hemsing (P)   Grievance Officer* Andre Carneiro (P)  

 

A - Absent          P - Present          * Non-Voting          + Attended by Phone 

 
 

I. CALL TO ORDER at 7:34pm 

 

II. APPROVAL OF BOARD MEETING MINUTES  

Deferred until June Meeting 

 

III. PUBLIC COMMENT: none  

 

IV. OFFICERS/LEADERSHIP GROUP CHAIR REPORTS 

a. President:  

i. Mentoring, New Leader Orientation and first meeting of 2019-2020 Board: Eric wants to schedule a 

new leader orientation the first week in June with an additional full leadership meeting closer to August.  

Andre asked if they could be combined with the new captain’s orientation, but due to the differences in 

content Eric didn’t think that would be appropriate.  Eric is going to send a follow up email to find out 

who will be interested in helping.  Tuesday June 11 and 18th held open for meeting and orientation.   

ii. Also Eric would like to do leadership mentoring.  As part of grooming people into more senior 

leadership positions Eric would like to pair senior/experienced board members with newer more junior 

board members.  

iii. A player came to Eric anonymously with an article showing that a there is a player not currently playing 

(but has in the past) who was convicted in 2013 of being in possession of child pornography.  It does 

not seem that the person is hiding his identity.  We have an expectation that the players comport 

themselves with all of the laws and restrictions placed on them.    

b. VP of Division Play:  

i. Spring Season 2019: Spring Season EOS tournaments went well except division 5 which ran out of time 

for a super final which is being played tonight at Rustin. 

ii. All Star awards have all been ordered for the EOS party.  

iii. DPLG has broken all star ties but haven’t broken Captain ties yet.   

iv. Summer Season: Registration is now open, John is waiting for feedback from Erik to give him info for 

content on the website, There will be 4 divisions of 6 teams: D on Monday, C on Tuesday, B on 

Wednesday, A on Thursday; all at Lab school.  There is a new process for choosing Summer Season 

Captains with raters scoring applications based on a rubric to choose captains.  Also, Summer 

captainship is open to all players who played in the appropriate divisions.  Eric needs 1-2 more raters 

because there aren’t enough people in E&N who can be a rater.  Greg volunteered.   

v. They are also recommending we move to a 10-week season with a change in dues of $145.  They are 

also refiguring the schedule for which divisions follow which in the gym rotation to help coaching 

ability.  Jacob asked about having a 12-team division 6.  The infrastructure on the website would not 

accommodate one 12-team division. We could have two 6-team division 6’s (or 8 and 4 teams), but the 

teams wouldn’t be able to play each other.  It’s not a definite “no” but we have some limitations  
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(particularly with the website). Interest level peaks at D7, so expansion might not be best achieved in 

D6. 

c. VP of Training: Leah arrived late, gave report upon her arrival.  

i. Team Power A, B1, B2, Power play and Power E are still going on.  Non-team Power is still going due 

to closures. Power clinics in June and Summer Power July and August.  EOS tournament for PowerPlay 

will be a snack and scrimmage.   

ii. Jacob asked how we are going to communicate all of the changes to season lengths and dues (for Power 

and Division Play).  Eric said the key to the messaging is about the difficulty in finishing the season and 

new structure will give us more flexibility to complete a season. There is already some positive 

feedback from within the LGs that some people are on board. Leah also wants to pair it with the growth 

of the league as a whole.  We have more people interested, and this new schedule allows us to keep a 

robust schedule with the most people.  Greg pointed out that it’s clear what the rationale is, and that it is 

a PR thing of how we deliver the message not necessarily the actual content of the message.  Andre 

thinks the 12 to 10 change will be easily accepted, but some may have a concern because the dues aren’t 

actually “prorated”, and we need to be proactive with that message.  Eric suggests we have a Q&A, we 

announce it on website and in the newsletter, but around late July when the members are starting to 

refocus on the division. Messaging needs to be clear that Board supports LG decisions. 

d. VP of Activities & Outreach: Max was absent 

i. Spring EOS Party May 18. 

e. Tournaments & OP Leadership Group Chair: Joe 

i. Group hasn’t met since the last board meeting, so nothing much new to report.   

ii. Spring Fling is this upcoming weekend with 6 transitional teams and 5 green teams all at Rustin. There 

is still room for volunteers.    

f. Secretary: Not Present 

g. Treasurer: Mike 

i. Fiscal Year 2020 Budget: Proposed budget accounts for change in summer division.  Proposed budget 

does not account for changes in Division Play (for Fall 2018) that were announced tonight. Power dues 

decrease is in the budget for $230.   

ii. Mike fielded questions about budget for hiring an employee, costs for software (e.g., Front, Survey 

Monkey, Campaign Monitor). 

iii. Joe asked about the Rustin gift – the scoreboard was a one-time increase that had been budgeted for last 

year. No regular cycle for other big item gifts to Rustin. Joe would like to get A/C in Rustin. 

iv. Pricing for upcoming season dues: 

1. Fall/Spring Division Play - $145 

2. Summer Division Play - $140 

3. Power - $230 

4. Power Play - $195 

5. Team Power - $1300 

v. Motion to approve budget: Mike Second: Lew Approved 7-0-1. 

vi. Bill of $10,000 from the IRS for late filing of 2016 returns.  Mike will call IRS to attempt to get the fee 

waived.  Joe asked why they weren’t filed, and Mike said he hadn’t filed them.  Lots of comical 

suggestions were made how to make up that $$. Mike didn’t think there would be a penalty for a tax 

exempt organization for not filing (penalty happens when don’t file for 3 years in a row, which Mike 

knew would not happen). We already have an extension for the 2018 taxes. 

vii. Eric wants to work tax filing into the annual meeting/process. 

 

V. COMMITTEE REPORTS 

a. Communications:  

i. Greg stopped sending out WAAG and asked if anyone was missing it.  Eric, Mike, and Leah all 

mentioned they had needed it.  Eric mentioned that he had an uptick in the number of questions.  
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ii. Greg pointed out that there have been some same-day changes in locations, and that we need to discuss 

a process for communicating sudden changes in venues.  As the new communications group transitions, 

he will push for a better process to be created.   

iii. Greg is happy to help out whoever becomes the new chair.  He is excited about having a large number 

of people coming into the Communications group.  Eric thanked Greg for his work this year.  He 

appreciated the opportunity.  His highlight was the April Fools newsletter (with credit to Ken Tran for 

the “reverse draft” article).   

b. Facilities & Operations: Lew:  

i. Lab school and Rustin have been given permit dates through Summer.  We are negotiating for Howe.   

ii. During the summer Lew wants to engage some more of the members who were more effective in the 

facility space search process. Richard Dworkin has done a great job so far, and Lew would like to 

possible give that to him to lead the effort.   

iii. Eric asked Leah about if Rose (Power E member who has a child in the school) got anywhere with the 

school on 15th and USQ West, but Leah hasn’t heard from Rose about it.  

iv. Eric got a new lock box for ice packs for the Lab School along with a new scoreboard.   

v. Lew also mentioned that the ball cart in Lab School is good, but we need shelves in.  Now he’s looking 

at other options for installation of storage/closet.  Lew needs someone to confirm whether or not the 

wheels are on the cart. 

vi. Josh asked about no longer keeping a lost and found especially at Rustin. We are going to announce 

Monday that we are going to clean out the Rustin closet on June 1st in case anyone wants to claim 

anything that’s in the lost and found.  Will need to pick other dates for other gyms (needs to coincide 

with programming). Going forward, it was suggested we institute time limits on how long we will leave 

stuff in a lost and found (use bins for storage but empty them regularly, possibly on a rotating basis).  

Concerns expressed over who will be responsible for bin rotation/ discarding items. Question raised 

about whether we should keep a lost and found at any gym going forward: general consensus was 

GLODs would not throw all stuff out, especially stuff that looks valuable, so stuff will accumulate. 

c. Volunteer Coaching & Player Development: Nothing to present. 

d. Grievance 

i. GC Recommendation regarding inappropriate member conduct 

ii. Leah moved Eric Seconded to enter Executive Session 8:36pm.  

iii. Lew Moved Greg Seconded to leave Executive Session at 9:15pm. 

e. Finance: Mike 

i. Couldn’t get members to be available to meet  

ii. Mike put together list of items he wants to discuss with new committee 

iii. Going forward, will send monthly Treasurer report for Board to the Finance committee members as 

well. 

f. Elections & Nominations: 

i. Spring 2019 Board Election Results and Outstanding Issues 

1. The tie for director was broken with a ranked choice votes.   

2. After appointing Joe Hemsing to VP of Tournament and Open play, there will be a vacancy that 

needs to be filled.  By-laws state if someone vacates an elected position, another election must be 

held (Board cannot appoint someone). The E&N wanted board’s opinion on when to have the 

election to fill the vacancy (most of committee suggested holding another election in early June).  

Lew suggests – and the group agreed -  to open nominations and have the special election after 

E&N is finished with their appointments.   

ii. Josh asked about using a true ranked choice election. Have E&N investigate using a true ranked choice 

election in the future.  He also recommended E&N find a way to keep from appointing elected 

members. This was the first year we allowed candidates to run for an elected position and appointed 

positions at the same time. Eric thinks it would be better for the board to make a decision for 

standardizing this in the future.   

iii. No Challenges to the elections except a Division 2 captain who didn’t think he should have been 

removed as a captain because of his past positive results as a captain.   
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iv. More applicants than ever for appointed positions. E&N will have final report of 

appointed positions by the next Board meeting. 

 

 

VI. WORKING GROUP AND PROJECT UPDATES 

a. Census: not present 

b. Diversity and Inclusion:  

i. Survey Questions: Jacob emailed John Reinhardt directly to see if he wants to be on the committee.  

The committee is going to start analyzing the data to give us an idea on how to be more inclusive.  D&I 

wants to try and get this kind of data regularly as well as getting the data on new members automatically 

instead of relying on a survey.  Greg mentioned to add it in the profile when creating an account. Andre 

asked if there is sensitivity to asking for the data.  Eric doesn’t think it’s an issue because the data is 

anonymous and optional.  Jacob said it is sensitive and difficult and that the committee is very diverse 

in its composition, and they are very cognizant of the sensitivity of this issue.  One of the D&I members 

mentioned that he had several members mention how nice it was to have those types of questions asked.   

c. Preventing Sexual Harassment and Abuse: no report 

d. Webmaster/Website Update:  

i. It’s still running.   

ii. Mike found a bug about standings for prior seasons.   

iii. Eric also noticed an issue with the division reports for Summer Division play.   

iv. Leah said a player anonymously asked if we could have the option to rate referees.   

e. Strategic Growth: no report 

f. Strategic Planning: Seth not present 

g. Historian: no report 

 

VII. OLD BUSINESS 

a. None 

 

VIII. NEW BUSINESS 

a. None 

 

IX. ANNOUNCEMENTS 

• Lew excited for Denver Championships and a fun year in our Gotham lives.   

• Joe is excited for his trip to the Philippines.   

• Josh is also looking forward to Denver.   

• Mike getting ready for trip to Paris with World Cup match and French Open and is feeling human again 

(everything’s getting fixed).   

• Greg thanked everyone for their work and for all those who don’t notice your efforts, there are those who 

do notice and appreciate.  

• Jacob thanks to Greg.   

• Andre is sad to miss championships but excited for family coming into town.  Also thanks and kudos to 

Greg.   

• Leah also thanked Greg and thanked everyone for the support for the year for Power.   

• John thanks for a wonderful year looking forward to something.   

• Eric thanks Greg for his work and all of the work he has done.  Thanks to everyone at the halfway point of 

his term and glad that everyone worked through the bumps and issues.  Looks forward to more 

accomplishments for the year ahead. 

 

X. ADJOURNMENT 

a. Motion to Adjourn: Jacob ; second: Greg; 9:58pm 

  

XI. Next meeting: Tuesday June 11, 2019. 

 

XII. ACRONYMS 
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A&O: Activities & Outreach  

AWS: Amazon Web Services (cloud computing platform) 

 

 

D&I: Diversity & Inclusion 

DP: Division Play 

E&N: Elections & Nominations 

F&O: Facilities & Operations 

FIP: Fire Island Pines 

FT: Friendship Tournament 

GLOD: Gotham Leader On Duty 

OP: Open Play 

PP: PowerPlay 

T&OP: Tournaments & Open Plays 

TBD: to be determined 

VP: Vice-President 

WAAG: Week At A Glance 
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